Own Pa rt O f A Legend
In the world-famous studio of Foster+Partners in
London, England, a dream came to life. A team of
designers, architects and structural engineers spent
over three years working closely with Sam Mizrahi,
president and founder of Mizrahi Developments,
to create something extraordinary—a tower that
would not only reshape the skyline of Toronto
but also inspire the cultural imagination. With
opulent finishes and smart technology at every
turn, The One invites you to live better than ever
before. This is your vibrant, powerful Toronto,
immortalized in glass and bronze, rising into the
sky as the tallest residential building in Canada.
Never to be repeated, this is The One.

A Gran d Ma SterP IeCe O f O r I g I naL I t
tY a nd Cr e at IVe I ng e nU I tY
BY MIZra H I D eVeLO
O P M e nt
ntS and FO Ste r + Pa rt ne r S

We invite you to visit our Presentation Gallery to experience the Mizrahi craftsmanship
and visualize your residence in The One with the latest touch-screen technology.

1-844-SEE-THE-1

ONEBLOORWEST.COM

NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION — OVER 75% SOLD
Visit The One Presentation Gallery at 181 Davenport, Yorkville To Learn More About
The One, Canada’s Tallest Residential Tower.
Monday–Friday 10am–7pm, Saturday, Sunday 10am–6pm
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Feedback

Digging for a solution
In “A long road,” Paul Christopher Webster examined
Canadian miners’ long history of wreaking havoc
in developing nations—and gave us reason for hope

- Why should we stop at seeking
justice for victims of corporate
crimes in developing countries?
We could, and should, shine a
brighter light into what has gone
on here. Mount Polley in B.C.
and Asbestos in Quebec come to
mind, and there are lots more. It
goes along with the devastation
around abandoned oil wells that
owners are either walking away
from or selling for a dollar to
shell companies. —Beans Maroc
- The government has promised

a corporate ombudsman several
times and will no doubt do so
again in an election year, but the
thing appears to be stalled by the
efforts of lobbyists to ensure it
has no real power, except possibly
to embarrass bad actors. Business
as usual: Just apologize and move
on to the next disaster. —glong234

- Mining is a dangerous business.

There should be an international
standard imposed on all mining
companies regardless of what
“home” country their HQ is
located in. —ChristopherOldcorn

Economics, updated

Ian McGugan’s bold
pronouncement: Big government
debt isn’t as scary as you think.

- We’re wedded to the idea
of government borrowing
from private sources and
owing them interest. Modern
Monetary Theory explains that a
government can borrow from its
own country bank at low interest,
and that interest goes back to
the central bank—which the
government owns, so it is in effect
paying itself. Inflation only occurs
4 APRIL 2019 / REPORT ON BUSINESS

if the money created is not needed
to get the economy up to full
capacity. In most instances, the
spending creates greater capacity
as well as full employment, so
inflation is not a problem. While
public banking is an aside, more
states are pushing for public state
banks to provide low-interest
loans that retain the money in the
state. We are so wedded to the
neoliberal dance of debt it’s hard
to imagine any alternative, but it’s
out there. —Curious George

We borrow and spend
our way to 5% GDP
growth, and guess what? The
interest rate on the new pile of
debt rises to 5% too. Boom!
—Catou1403

Green paradox

Chris Turner’s rant lauded
our clean hydro grid. But are
we ignoring the downsides?

- Canada’s hydro grid may be
renewable, but it is anything but
clean. Those who have to deal
with the destructive legacy of
hydro power can attest to this.
The Peace River generation
system in northeastern B.C., for
example, was not fully logged
before flooding, which caused
levels of methylmercury so high
that to this day the local fishing
guide recommends limiting
your fish consumption out of
the system. The Site C project
is going to flood very fertile
land in a province with a limited
supply of it. —RickSchlosser
Send us your thoughts at
robmagletters@globeandmail.com,
tweet us @robmagca and follow
us on Instagram @rob_magazine
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The Rant

What’s in a name?

ILLUSTRATION DALBERT B. VILARINO

Countless talented job applicants never get an interview because of bias in the hiring process.
If your company doesn’t change its recruitment tactics, it’s going to be left behind
According to Google, I am the only person in the world with the combination of my first and last name—a blessing and a curse in the age of
the Internet. And as I build a public profile, I’m grateful for that easy
recognition. I’m one in eight billion! But in the past, when it comes to
submitting job applications, I’ve sometimes worried my name holds me
back. Because my lovely, rhythmical Arabic first name does two things: It
identifies me as a woman, and it identifies me as not white.
When I was applying to jobs at two consulting firms a couple of years
ago, I submitted applications through their websites and used my ini-

tials: H.J. Roderique. I didn’t want
to take a chance that my resumé
would be screened out because
of who I am. I made it past the
resumé screen and ultimately
received offers from both firms.
It’s widely known that job candidates are screened out based
on their names, yet few companies
APRIL 2019 / REPORT ON BUSINESS 5

When Jamal becomes James

In a study by Rotman School of Management’s Sonia Kang, researchers sent
out 1,600 ficticious resumés from Black and Asian applicants to real employers.
Some resumés were altered to hide racial cues, such as first names and
experience. The results showed clearly that resumés with “whitened” names
and experience received much higher callback rates. Even employers that
claimed to value diversity in their ads showed a similar pattern.
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have actually changed their hiring processes to address the problem.
Sure, there’s lots of talk about bringing in diverse talent, but all too
often, it isn’t backed by concrete actions. Changing the way resumés are
screened can be a simple way to ensure your company gets access to the
best talent and remains competitive. If you haven’t changed screening
practices at your company, ask yourself why.
There’s no shortage of research on this subject. Several studies have
found evidence of racial discrimination in resumé screening by comparing the callback rates for racialized and white names on fictional
resumés. A 2015 study by Michael Gaddis shows that white candidates
were 1.5 times more likely to get a response than Black candidates, who
also tended to receive responses for jobs with lower salaries and rank. A
2016 study by the University of Toronto’s Sonia Kang and her colleagues
found that whitening one’s name got Asian applicants 1.6 times as many
callbacks, and Black candidates with whitened names and experience
got 2.5 times the number of callbacks when compared with resumés of
those who didn’t.
Do I think people are intentionally being sexist or racist when they’re
screening resumés? In most cases, no. I ascribe to the statistical model
of discrimination, whereby employers use cues—such as gender, parenthood and race—to infer other skills and attributes, like language proficiency, level of education and productivity. That “gut feeling” about
someone’s suitability for a particular role or workplace. Because that’s
6 APRIL 2019 / REPORT ON BUSINESS

the thing about the “isms” and
the phobias around us. They are
social, they are structural, and
they lead to these inferences, to
ascribing meaning, to gut feelings. They lead us to miss the talent that’s out there. Orchestras
discovered that the lack of female
talent they bemoaned was actually right in front of them once
they put up a screen during auditions and evaluated people based
on what mattered: the music.
Companies can do the same.
It’s actually not hard to create
anonymized resumés. You can hire
a few people at minimum wage to
sit in a room for a day and strike
out applicants’ names with Sharpies. Or with a few simple lines of
code, you can tweak your online
application system so reviewers
don’t see the names attached to
each resumé. There are artificial
intelligence services that offer
screening services, but you want
to be careful with those—Amazon
had to abandon a computer model
for resumé screening when it realized the system had taught itself,
based on a review of older, mostly
male applicants, that male candidates were preferable and penalized resumés that included the
word “women’s.”
The legal industry, from which
I hail, uses a process that is heavily reliant on resumés. In Toronto,
candidates submit CVs to get
on-campus interviews with large
firms. Last year, the firm Lenczner
Slaght became the first Bay Street
firm that I know of to use an anonymized screening process. Shara
Roy, a partner at the firm and cochair of the firm’s Student Committee, told me that reviewers
found looking at the anonymized
resumés “quite jarring” and that it
made people more aware of why
they were connecting to certain
applicants.
If your company is nervous
about diving right into this kind
of process, try an experiment.
Dig up all the resumés that were
submitted for a position that has
since been filled, put together a
new review panel and have them

SOURCES EY CANADA; TECHNAVIO; DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY GROCERY EXPERIENCE NATIONAL SURVEY RESULT;
DIEBOLD NIXDORF; STATISTICS CANADA; WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM; GOLDFARB ET AL.; BECK & HOPKINS

this month
review resumés without gender,
racial or other cues. Then compare those candidates to the one
who was actually was selected. If
you find a discrepancy, you need
to address it, be it via anonymized
screening or another method.
Of course, changing how you
screen candidates is just a baby
step in addressing hiring inequity. Hiring managers need to look
at who gets judged on potential versus what they’ve accomplished, over-reliance on certain
credentials, how requirements
are applied or waived, and generalizations about candidates. And
that’s just hiring; more problems
abound in performance evaluations, assignment of work, compensation and meetings, to name
a few. But changing the screening
process is a good first step in a
series of transformations a company needs to take if it really is
interested in drawing top talent.
Roy concurs: “It has to be part
of a broader commitment and a
broader change.”
From a numbers perspective,
the ratios we see at the top of our
elite organizations can’t be reflective of the reality of our talent. If
they were, and bias weren’t a factor, we would see this reflected
further down—university classes
and dean’s lists composed of
mostly white men. But we don’t.
In Canada, 56% of university
graduates and 51% of people with
a master’s are women. Looking
at my own field, law, we see that
women have comprised half of
the law graduates for the past 20
years in the U.S., yet are only 22%
of partners at major law firms.
In this increasingly knowledgebased world, Canadian companies
need to attract the best people
possible if they want to stake
their claim here at home and
around the world. Relying on
only a portion of the available talent pool isn’t going to cut it. And
as the battle for the best brains
gets tougher and tougher, Canadian companies’ future survival—
and our society’s ability to thrive—
depends on it. /Hadiya Roderique

Check it out

No longer a novelty, self-checkout machines are increasingly popping up at
major retailers and restaurants like Loblaws, Metro, Walmart and McDonald’s.
New tax measures allowing corporations to write off capital costs quicker
could further nudge companies to invest in the technology. The controversial
machines are poised to drive big changes in the labour market. One report,
by Cornerstone Capital, says the coming loss of retail jobs could mirror the
drop in manufacturing jobs in recent decades. /Sarah Efron
VALUE OF GLOBAL
RETAIL SELF-CHECKOUT
TERMINAL MARKET
($BILLIONS U.S.)
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SELF-CHECKOUT
IT TAKES MORE TIME
DIFFICULT TO USE
PREFER ASSISTANCE

80%
of McDonald’s
1,400 restaurants
across Canada have
self-order kiosks

8.4%

Increased amount in sales of
difficult-to-pronounce products
when Swedish liquor stores
switched to self-service kiosks

NEITHER
AGREE OR
DISAGREE
20.3%

Current number of retail salespeople
in Canada, the most common occupation
in the country (3.6% of all workers)

30% TO 50%

Expected retail job losses
once self-checkout
and stocking of shelves
are automated

3

Number of Canadian Tire
outlets that recently got
rid of self-checkouts. One
independent operator said
the machines broke down
frequently and were inefficient

Rise in theft when
customers use selfscanning technologies.
Customers can claim
they forgot to scan
an item or didn’t realize
their payment failed

122%
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Anger management

Paul Tellier was once the most influential bureaucrat in Ottawa, before
jumping to CN Rail as CEO. We talked to the Quebec power player about
SNC-Lavalin, the strength of the PMO, getting fired and ruling by fear
by Trevor Cole

S

Some interviews take longer to
arrange than others. This one
took two decades. Back in 1998,
Paul Tellier was famous for
being the quintessential civil
servant who remade himself as
a turnaround CEO. As deputy
minister of energy under Pierre
Trudeau, Tellier helped usher in
the National Energy Program. As
Privy Council clerk under Brian
Mulroney, he ran the government
bureaucracy with ruthless
efficiency. Then he jumped aboard
the failing Canadian National
Railway, slashed 11,000 jobs and
pulled off the largest privatization
of a Crown corporation in
Canadian history. But Tellier, a
dedicated fitness buff, was as good
at dodging interviews he didn’t
want to do as he was at whipping
railroads into shape. When this
writer was assigned to profile
CN’s saviour, Tellier (or his staff)
refused to co-operate. Now on the
cusp of 80, still fit and active—he’s
a director of GM Canada and
Harnois Énergies, and an adviser
to NLG Quebec—Tellier has
finally agreed to talk. We met at
his office in the chairman’s suite
at CN’s Montreal headquarters.

Well, here we are.

I’m sorry it took 20 years!

PHOTOGRAPHS NEIL MOTA/RODEO PRODUCTION

Your office is here at CN. What is
your role at the company now?

None. When I was the CEO of CN,
I said, “Listen, I’m not going to
be a CEO all of my life, and there
are some companies that provide
space for their former CEOs
when they leave. I would really
appreciate that.” So they put
that in my contract. When I got
fired from Bombardier, I phoned
my successor at CN, Hunter
Harrison, and said, “Hunter,
you’re not aware of this, but you
owe me an office.”
I wanted to ask you about Hunter
Harrison. You brought him to CN.

When we privatized CN in 1995,
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a company like this? Yes. Big time.

we had to transform from an eastwest railroad to a north-south
railroad. So we bought Illinois
Central. Hunter was the CEO.
Funny story: He and I negotiated
that deal during the ice storm in
Quebec, and we shook hands on
the transaction in Montreal by
candlelight. And Hunter said to
me, “When do you want me to
leave?” I said, “Hunter, we just
paid too much for your company.
(1) You’re part of the asset.
You’re coming on board.”

The clerk of the Privy Council,
Michael Wernick, testified
about the justice minister being
pressured by the PMO. As a former
Privy Council clerk yourself, why is
he in the middle of this?

The Rachel Notley government
plans to lease 4,400 railcars to
ship oil to customers. What are
your thoughts on the problem
of moving oil in this country?

I deeply deplore, as a Canadian,
that we cannot find ways to build
pipelines. They are badly needed.
It’s very unfortunate that Energy
East was not built.
What’s the underlying problem?

The regulatory burden is
extremely heavy. I’m very much
for a sound environment. But
we’ve got to create jobs. The other
thing I deplore is that we don’t
seem to think about these issues
as Canadians. We think about
them as Quebecers or Ontarians
or Albertans. It’s a question, very
often, of ignorance. In this part of
the country, people know Florida
better than they know anything
west of Ontario.
You were at Bombardier for a
couple of tumultuous years, and
it’s in another bad period. What’s
at the root of its troubles?

Laurent Beaudoin is an
outstanding entrepreneur, and
he succeeded in making a very
small snowmobile company into
a global company. The rate of
expansion was very fast. And
there is always a danger in not
making the distinction between
revenues and earnings. Earnings
are sometimes neglected.
Secondly, the company had
difficulty living with outsiders.
As long as I was focusing on the
transportation side, fine. As soon
as I started to make decisions
on the aerospace side, they had
difficulty living with me. (2)
10 APRIL 2019 / REPORT ON BUSINESS

1. CN paid
$2.4 billion
(U.S.) in cash
and stock
for 75%
of Illinois
Central.
Harrison
was made
COO of
CN and
succeeded
Tellier in
2003.
2. During
Tellier’s
reign, from
January
2003 to
December,
2004, he cut
Bombardier’s
workforce by
16,000. He
left with a
$5.8-million
severance
package.

Let’s talk about SNC-Lavalin.
You’re a former government
insider. Was the Prime Minister’s
Office right to try to influence the
prosecution against the company?

I’m not going to take sides for or
against the PMO. But people don’t
look at the big picture. SNCLavalin is not a Quebec company.
Last year, it had $9 billion in
revenue and 50,000 employees—
that’s a global company! How
many does this country have?
As Canadians, we should feel
very proud that it is competing
with giants like Bechtel, Fluor
and so on. Yeah, some mistakes
were made by the previous
management, at every level,
and they should pay the price.
Make sure the mistakes are not
going to be repeated. But if you
don’t find a way of giving them a
chance to continue to compete
internationally, like the Brits
and Americans are doing, that
company is going to be destroyed.
Shall we try as Canadians to save

PRIVATIZATIONS

VALUE OF IPO
AIR CANADA $225 MILLION
POTASHCORP. $100 MILLION
PETRO-CANADA $550 MILLION
CAMECO $125 MILLION
CN RAIL $2.2 BILLION*

Current valuation
$9 BILLION

Over the past 10, 12, 15 years, there
has been too much centralization
of power in the Prime Minister’s
Office. In my days, when I worked
as a deputy minister under the
senior Mr. Trudeau, my minister
was not getting phone calls from
the PMO. When I worked as Privy
Council clerk for Mr. Mulroney,
he was not phoning his ministers,
and he didn’t have his chief of
staff telling them what to do.
But there has been an evolution.
Under Mr. Harper, it became the
trend that the PMO was involved
in a great many files. I deplore
that centralization of power.
What’s the effect of all this for
corporate Canada?

If there is a perception that the
buck stops there, corporate
Canada will be calling on the
Prime Minister’s Office. I’ll give
you an example. When I was
deputy minister of energy, Arden
Haynes was the CEO of Imperial
Oil, which wanted to build a
pipeline from Zama Lake down to
Edmonton. He wanted access to
the Prime Minister to get support
for this pipeline. I said, “You know
what? You’re going to talk with the
Prime Minister, and he will turn
to an aide and say, ‘Can you follow
up on this?’ The aide will not have
a clue what it’s about. Why don’t
you go to the proper directorgeneral in the department?
You’re going to be well-received,
and you will get action.” But it’s
a vicious circle. If word gets out
that, in order to get your way, you
have to go to the PMO, everybody
will converge there. That’s the
when it announced a merger with Agrium

$23 BILLION 2016
$19 BILLION 2009
$6 BILLION

when it was
acquired
by Suncor

culture that has evolved.
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Looking back on your roles in
government and as a CEO, is there
a qualitative difference in the skill
required in each field? (3)

Not really. When I talk to
management students, I tell
them, “Whatever you do in
your career, you should spend a
couple of years in government.”
In business, when you have a
beautiful business plan and you
know what you want to do, the
biggest uncertainty in delivering
that plan is what governments
can do to you through legislation,
regulation and taxation. I say to
young people, “Spend two years,
five years, in the Department of
Finance or Transportation or
the Environment to get a feel for
the place. You’ll learn a lot about
the processes, you’ll develop a
network of people, and whatever
you do next, it’s gonna be helpful.”
How do you view the working
relationship these days between
Canada and the United States?

I think the government has done
a very good job of rolling with the
punches. Chrystia Freeland, in
particular—I don’t know her,
but I’m a fan. Am I concerned?
Yes. I’m concerned.

How can Canada succeed at a time
of trade hostility with both the U.S.
and China?

We have to build relationships
as much as possible, and we
must refrain from lecturing
other countries. Mr. Mulroney’s
approach with apartheid—he
was not lecturing anybody. He
built support with his colleagues
around the Commonwealth
table, putting pressure on Mrs.
Thatcher. (4) There are many
countries doing things we don’t
like, but it’s preferable not to use
the confrontational approach.
Back when you were CEO of CN,

then the largest IPO
in Canadian history
$82 BILLION

CIVIL SERVANTS WHO BECAME CEOS
Michael Sabia
CEO of Caisse de
dépôt et placement
du Québec;
former CEO of BCE

Ed Clark
CEO of Vector
Institute; former
CEO of TD Bank

Moya Greene
Former CEO
of Canada Post and
the Royal Mail

Among other roles,
he was deputy
secretary to the
Cabinet of the Privy
Council Office
under Tellier

Held posts at various
ministries, including
finance and energy
(where he helped
create the National
Energy Board). In
1982, he was named
“Outstanding Civil
Servant”

Was the assistant
deputy minister
responsible for
airline deregulation
at the Ministry of
Transportation and
worked for the Privy
Council Office

4. At the
Commonwealth
meeting in
Vancouver
in 1987,
Margaret
Thatcher
refused
to back
sanctions
against
South Africa.
5. Pépin was
a Liberal
cabinet
minister
from 1965
to 1972
and again
from 1980
to 1984.

someone told me you motivated
through fear. If you see any truth
in that, do you regret it?

I cannot think of anything more
false than this. When I was 27,
my boss was Jean-Luc Pépin.
(5) His office was next to mine
on the Hill. One day, Mr. Pépin
asked me for a briefing note for
question period, and the assistant
deputy minister responsible did
not deliver the note on time. So
I phoned him and gave him shit.
The door was open between my
office and Mr. Pépin’s office. He
stuck his neck in and said, “Paul,
I heard you. You just made a fool
of yourself. You’re young enough
to learn that 99% of the people
perform much better with a smile
than a kick in the ass.” If there
was one point of divergence
between myself and Hunter,
Hunter never understood that.
There were three guys, and Keith
Creel was one, that Hunter did
not scream at. We had a profound
disagreement on this. But he was
too old to change. I suppose that
because I came in and terminated
three VPs within three months,
the message got out, “The guy is
serious.” But that’s not fear.
Brian Mulroney said that if
somebody you were dealing with
wasn’t completely above board,

Annette
Verschuren
CEO of NRStor Inc.;
former CEO
of Home Depot
Canada

Robert Brown
Former CEO
of Bombardier
and CAE Inc.

Helped privatize
Crown corporations
as part of Canadian
Development
Investment Corp.

Was associate
deputy minister of
the Department of
Regional Industrial
Expansion

you were “lethal.” Someone else
said you were “constantly at war.”

Well, I am very driven. I’m very
intense. And my philosophy is
that if you don’t do your job,
somebody else will. But there is
no banging on the table.

Maybe it wasn’t your demeanour
so much as your willingness to
make hard decisions.

Yeah. I remember a very senior
official who had the bad habit
of having too many martinis at
lunchtime. I heard that people
would avoid raising tough issues
with him after two o’clock. One
day, I brought the guy in, and he
didn’t have a chance to sit down.
I said, “I’m going to be very brief.
If it happens again, before the
end of the day you’ll be out. Of
the government. Meeting is over.”
Yeah, this I have done.
Thanks so much for your time.

That was fun. I must say, I’m a bit
shaken, you know—“managing by
fear.” Because I have been trying
to practise just the opposite.
This interview has been edited and
and condensed.

Trevor Cole is the awardwinning author of five books,
including The Whisky King,
a non-fiction account of
Canada’s most infamous
mobster bootlegger.
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Do the right thing

The Trudeau government should forget the political damage from
the SNC-Lavalin case for a moment and consider the impact abroad

hen HSBC, one of the world’s largest banks, secured a
deferred prosecution agreement with the U.S. Department
of Justice in 2012 to settle criminal charges relating to an
international money laundering scheme, it sparked a public
outcry. The London-based bank, which was accused of washing billions of dollars for Mexican and Colombian drug cartels and violating U.S. sanctions laws, agreed to pay a $1.9-billion (U.S.) settlement to avoid a trial.
Although U.S. officials insisted HSBC was being held accountable, there was
widespread outrage that it was able to cut a deal. It was the bank’s third censure
since 2003 for weak anti-money-laundern
ing controls. “Clearly, the government has
According to a
bought into the notion that too big to fail
Nanos poll, more
is too big to jail,” the New York Times said
in an editorial.
than half of
These days, a furor over the conduct
Canadians want
of another corporate recidivist is playing
SNC-Lavalin to
out in Canada, but almost all the fireworks
face a criminal
have focused on the domestic political
fallout, rather than the impact on Canada’s
trial. Voters are fed
reputation abroad.
up with politicians
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s govwho genuflect to
ernment is battling allegations of political
interference in a criminal case involving
corporate interests
Montreal-based engineering firm SNCLavalin. The company is facing fraud and
corruption charges over its business dealings in Libya. (None of the allegations
have been proven in court). A settlement
LEVELS OF ANTI-BRIBERY
ENFORCEMENT IN THE OECD
agreement was ruled out by a prosecutor
last fall, but several high-ranking officials,
NO. OF COUNTRIES
including some in the Prime Minister’s
% OF GLOBAL EXPORTS
Office, are accused of putting pressure
CANADA RANK
on former attorney-general Jody WilsonRaybould to overturn that decision.
ACTIVE
4
27%
Trudeau insists that he and his officials
are working to save thousands of Canadian
MODERATE
7
3.8%
jobs. But that is only one of many factors
to consider. The political circus playing
LIMITED
11
12.3%
out in Ottawa has also cemented Canada’s
international reputation for being lax on
bribery and corruption, and that will have
LITTLE OR NO
22
39.6%
consequences for a slew of Canadian companies seeking growth in foreign markets.
A settlement agreement in this case
Rita Trichur is the financial services editor with The Globe and Mail. You can reach her at
would send the wrong message to the rest
rtrichur@globeandmail.com or on Twitter @RitaTrichur
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of the world. SNC-Lavalin is no stranger
to corruption scandals. In 2013, the World
Bank banned SNC-Lavalin and its affiliates
from participating in its projects for 10
years, citing its investigation of “bribery
schemes” connected with a World Bankfinanced bridge project in Bangladesh and
“misconduct” relating to a rural electricity
project in Cambodia.
Here at home, the company was ensnared in the McGill University Health
Centre scandal after employees allegedly
made secret payments to secure a $1.3-billion construction contract in 2010. In February of this year, former SNC-Lavalin
CEO Pierre Duhaime pleaded guilty to
breach of trust in one of the biggest corruption cases in Canadian history.
These scandals have damaged Canada’s
already declining reputation on the global
stage. Last September, a report by Transparency International on enforcement of
the OECD’s anti-bribery convention said
that Canada’s rating dropped to “limited
enforcement” from “moderate.”
The report was scathing. It pointed a finger at Canada’s weak enforcement record,
noting the country launched just four foreign bribery cases between 2014 and 2017,
and concluded only one by upholding an
earlier conviction.
The OECD has already raised concerns
about political interference in the SNCLavalin case. In early 2020, the OECD is
scheduled to review Canada’s anti-corruption efforts.
Canadian voters may also be more
sophisticated than the government
assumes. According to a Nanos poll taken
after Wilson-Raybould testified before
the House of Commons justice committee
in February, more than half of Canadians
want SNC-Lavalin to face a criminal trial.
Voters are fed up with politicians who
genuflect to corporate interests. Instead,
Trudeau should be protecting the public interest. He can start by ensuring that
officials have the resources they need
to investigate white-collar crimes, and
improving co-ordination between police
and prosecutors.
Otherwise, remediation agreements and
fines become just another cost of doing
business. As Wilson-Raybould rightly
declared, “We either have a system that is
based on the rule of law...or we do not.”

sexy multidecade monopoly plays that
have mundane prospects for profitability.
To be sure, Amazon looks like it has
built an impregnable, if not hugely profitIan McGugan
able, position in retailing. Netflix, though,
is a dicier prospect. It faces stiff competition from longtime rival HBO, as well as
newer streaming services being rolled out
A lot of smart money is betting on Uber’s long-term success,
by Apple, Disney and, yes, Amazon. It’s
not clear how you build a monopoly posibut what if the company doesn’t make it past the short term?
tion in a business where people can switch
among competitors with relative ease.
Uber should fuel even more skepticism.
It is being touted as a fast-growing sucapital markets are supposedly full of brilliant people doing brilcess story, but one that is based only on its
liant things. You have to wonder, though. Sometimes the best
galloping growth in revenue. Take a ganfinancial minds of our generation look an awful lot like the folks
der at its entire income statement, and a
who once bought Abdomenizers on the Shopping Channel.
different story emerges. The company is
Consider, for example, how venture capitalists have swooned
simply proving it is possible to buy a large
over Uber, the car-hire company that was supposed to make kajilamount of market share if you’re prepared
lions by disrupting the taxi business. Investors have poured roughly $24 billion
to endure staggering losses year after year.
(all currency in U.S. dollars) into the private company since it was founded
In its most recent quarter, the coma decade ago. So far, though, the kajillions in profit are nowhere to be seen.
pany lost $865 million. This was hailed as
Instead, Uber is bleeding hundreds of millions of dollars a year in losses.
a victory because it was down from $1.1
Many of us might regard this as a slight problem. But venture capitalists see
billion in the same quarter a year earlier.
things differently. When Uber goes public at some point this year, it is likely to
Talk about a reality distortion field: What
be valued at $100 billion or more.
counts as success for a tech upstart looks
Why would investors pay through the
Many of the
an awful lot like failure anywhere else.
nose for the privilege of owning a stake
people hunting
Investors are assuming Uber will one
in a business that has lost staggering
day be able to stop spending so much on
amounts of money for years? That’s an
for the next great
expansion and reap a steady stream of lush
excellent question. It has a lot to do with
digital disrupter
profits. This looks hopeful. The company
the notion that attracting customers matare focusing only
is already having to reduce its “take rate”
ters more than making short-term profits.
from drivers in many markets to keep them
Eventually, you will find some way to turn
on the long haul.
loyal. Meanwhile, it faces growing competheir loyalty into earnings.
Maybe, just maybe,
tition from Lyft, DoorDash and others.
Maybe so. Amazon and Netflix have
these far-sighted
A regulatory backlash is also building.
demonstrated that companies can become
optimists are being
One remarkable aspect of Uber’s rise over
enormously valuable by ignoring profits in
the past decade is that it has lost so much
the short term or even in the medium term.
too indulgent with
money while driving down drivers’ wages
Instead of focusing on the gritty business
sexy multidecade
and playing fast and loose with regulaof churning out the biggest possible earnmonopoly plays
tors. Now the jig is up. Many cities want
ings, these giants have plowed cash back
to force Uber to pay drivers decent wages,
into their enterprises for decades to make
with reasonable benefits. They also want
them bigger and better. Their goal has
been to build near-monopoly positions in
stricter controls on who drives for the company.
their chosen markets and reap profits.
The going for Uber will only get tougher from here. No doubt it can squeeze
But what happens if the future doesn’t
out some profitable quarters by temporarily curtailing its spending, but eventuwork out quite as neatly as Silicon Valley
ally it has to confront the reality that it is difficult to pay drivers reasonable comimagines? Many of today’s hottest tech
pensation while still undercutting traditional car-hire services. Taxis and foodplays would have a tough time living up to
delivery services were never regarded as particularly profitable businesses. It’s
their inflated share prices.
not clear that adding a level of technology improves the picture.
Blame it on too much long-term thinkCould my Uber skepticism be wrong? Maybe. Facebook proves that tech coming. Critics often lambaste investors for
panies can sometimes grow profits rapidly if investors demand it. But Facebook
their obsession with quarterly results. Yet
has no equivalent to Uber’s drivers—independent suppliers who must be kept
the opposite can also be the case. Many of
satisfied lest they defect to a competitor. When it comes to Uber, I’m proud to
the people hunting for the next great digisay I’m a short-term investor, and I don’t like what the short term is saying.
tal disrupter are focusing only on the long
haul. Maybe, just maybe, these far-sighted
Ian McGugan is an award-winning Globe and Mail writer. Reach him at
optimists are being too indulgent with
imcgugan@globeandmail.com or on Twitter @IanMcGugan
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It’s about time
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At the Forefront of a
Transformational
Journey
How Canadian company HEXO is
doubling down on innovation in their
pursuit of a global cannabis position
HEXO CORP., A GATINEAU,
QUEBEC-BASED COMPANY cofounded by Sebastian St-Louis and
brother-in-law Adam Miron in 2013,
has carved out a space in Canada
with its forward-thinking product
line. Now, in pursuit of a leadership
position in the burgeoning global
cannabis market, they are doubling
down on innovation.
In Jan. 2019, the company appointed Veronique Hamel as chief
innovation officer. Over a 25-year
career, Hamel has specialized in
leadership, innovation, and product
development for global consumer
goods and pharmaceutical companies like Church & Dwight Canada,
Bausch & Lomb and Bausch Health
Companies Inc.
At HEXO, she leads a team of
chemists, engineers, doctors, and
PhDs with expertise in food and
pharmaceutical science. There are
currently more than 20 members on
the innovation team, but in the next
two years, this number will grow to
over a hundred.
“I’m really excited to see what
we’re going to be able to do with
that team. There’s no other company in the world that has that kind
of firepower behind their research
and development department,”
St-Louis says.
“We are at the very beginning
of an exciting transformational
journey – in Canada and soon in
many other parts of the world. As
a country, we have a tremendous
opportunity to seize a leadership
position in the global cannabis
industry, taking this amazing plant
that humans have interacted with
for thousands of years from stigmatized and prohibited, to consumer
packaged goods like any other.”
With the world watching as
Canada adapts and evolves its
approaches to legalization, HEXO is
in a unique position.

Quebec-based HEXO is poised to expand its cannabis brand internationally.

In April 2018, it signed a landmark
five-year commercial supply
agreement with the Société québécoise du cannabis (SDQC), valued
at more than a billion dollars. It has
also hosted international dignitaries at their farm in Gatineau,
including the German Secretary of
State, and has worked alongside every level of the Canadian
government, offering constructive
feedback and insight into Canada’s
cannabis economy.
Now HEXO is looking to bring that
expertise to the rest of the world.
“Because we’ve been open …
we’re starting to gain traction as
an internationally recognized brand
that governments can trust,” StLouis says.
As part of their European expansion, the company has set up in
Greece, a location that will allow
them to get product approval
throughout Europe. More recently,
it has been working in other areas
of the world.
“The whole idea is to work
hand-in-hand with governments,”
St-Louis says. “To ask, what are
your requirements? How can we
help? How can we meet those
requirements to make a quality
product and to adhere to your
regulatory system while helping
to supply the population with safe,
reliable, quality products?”
However, as a relatively new
brand, St. Louis knows it will not
be easy to enter international
markets and attract new customers. To mitigate these challenges,
HEXO is collaborating with other
top brands, including Fortune 500
companies.
“Building those brands is very dif-

ficult. I don’t believe any cannabis
brands today, including HEXO or
any of our competitors, really resonate with consumers, and that’s
why we’ve chosen to partner with
great companies that have these
multigenerational brand buildups,”
St-Louis says.
“People know they can trust
these brands, they know what to
expect, they expect a consistency
of experience, and we can piggyback on that brand value until
HEXO and ‘Powered by HEXO’ itself
means something.”
It’s a strategy that the company
believes will allow for rapid expansion throughout North America,
Europe, and Latin America.
Ground zero for HEXO’s product
innovation is the former Sears
distribution centre in Belleville, Ont.
The plan is for HEXO to bring in other leading companies in cannabis
science and technology, and work
alongside them. “The idea is we’ll
get this reinforcement effect and
we’ll really be able to drive top-tier
products,” says St-Louis.
As HEXO moves forward, it is
working with customers to stay
in tune with demands as well as
gathering data to drive product
innovation.
The strategy is working. In six
years, HEXO has gone from humble
beginnings in a basement in Ottawa, to being at the forefront of
the cannabis revolution. During
that transformation, St-Louis has
had to reevaluate his own vision for
the company.
“The full breadth of this industry
is still to be discovered. Very much
like six years ago, I was thinking
pretty big, a billion-dollar company

was the goal, but I clearly wasn’t
thinking big enough,” he says.
“Today, we can see these multinational companies that will be
serving every single product you
can think of with a range of experiences and we’re going to see that
worldwide. I think that as much as
that vision is ambitious, we expect
to see over the 10 years that there
will be two or three hundredbillion-dollar cannabis companies,
and HEXO intends to be one of
them and I think that is probably
still conservative compared to
what the reality will bring.”
The current trends seem to align
with that prediction. The recent
passage of The Hemp Farming Act
in the United States is one example
of where the industry is moving.
That bill reclassified hemp as an
agricultural commodity rather than
a Schedule I controlled substance,
creating new possibilities for the
use of hemp in consumer goods.
“If you tried to start a conversation five years ago about sourcing
cannabinoids from hemp fields, I
think that would have been a very
difficult conversation to have,”
St-Louis says.
The U.S. hemp market is expected
to grow to more than $20-billion by
2022. And St. Louis doesn’t see that
type of momentum slowing down
anytime soon.
“I think that the more we learn,
the results that we’re going to develop, the knowledge we’re going
to build—it’s going to blow away
every expectation we have today.”
This content was produced by
Globe Content Studio. The Globe’s
editorial department was not
involved in its creation.
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Billionaire Lino Saputo Jr. isn’t exactly
a household name outside Quebec,
but the scion oversees a global
dairy empire. His challenge now?
To keep growing in an era of trade
wars and falling milk consumption

the

cheese
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“Ihope
theydon’t
view
meas
‘that
billionaire
from
Canada’,”
says Canadian billionaire Lino Saputo Jr.
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Saputo, CEO of the giant cheese, milk and yogurt
company that shares his name, is sitting in the
private locker room he installed in the personal
hockey arena he built next to the luxury auto club
he owns in Montreal. It’s literally and figuratively
as far away from the world of Australian dairy
farming as you can get. Nevertheless, the “they”
he’s referring to are farmers Down Under.
Saputo has been spending a lot of time in Australia lately. Last year, his company acquired the
country’s largest dairy processor, a farmer-owned
co-op called Murray Goulburn. To seal the deal,
Saputo spent weeks criss-crossing thousands of
kilometres of arid grasslands, making his pitch to
farmers at town hall meetings. In some cases, he
even drove directly to farms to sit at their kitchen
tables and field questions one-on-one.
Which prompted my first question: What must
those farmers think when Quebec’s richest man—
his family’s stake in the company is worth $7 billion—shows up on their doorstep?
“Once you get into a conversation with them,
and you talk to them openly and honestly, then I
think they get away from the billionaire aspect—
you know, the idea that, ‘Here’s this foreigner
coming from Canada trying to screw us as much
as he can,’” he says. “I put on my pants one leg at
a time and eat three meals a day just like they do.”
Were this folksy sentiment to come from any
other 0.0001-percenter, it would be about as easy
to swallow as sour milk. But Lino Saputo Jr. is a
man of contradictions, able to move back and forth
between diverse worlds with remarkable ease.
In one moment, the impossibly young-looking
52-year-old might be decked out in a shimmering
suit and Bono-style glasses for the ritzy launch of
a new Rolls Royce model; the next, he’s on the ice
in his goalie gear, blocking shots from blue-collar
plant workers. He has a fascination with 1980s-era
Porsches and maintains a constantly revolving collection of around 40 luxury cars that he stores at
his Automobiles Etcetera private auto club (“I buy
and sell them—I love the hunt”). Yet his go-to family
restaurant is Bar B Barn, a Montreal chicken-andrib institution that boasts cartoon-animal mascots
and where the rib options range from Baby Hawg
to Whole Hawg. “Lino is someone who can speak to
royalty and then go talk to the janitor,” says McGill
University management professor Karl Moore, who
regularly invites Saputo to speak to his students.
Increasingly, the polarized worlds Saputo must
navigate exist within the dairy industry itself.
When Saputo thrust himself into the NAFTA trade
fight last summer, breaking ranks with Canada’s
powerful dairy lobby to side with American farmers, it was revealing: Saputo Inc. may be a creature
of Canada’s dairy cartel, having benefited early on
from the protectionism it entails, but its CEO is an
insider more than willing to stand on the outside.
Saputo’s disarming manner and blunt honesty have much to do with how the company got
to where it is today. While Saputo Inc. has little
name recognition outside of Quebec (the company spends very little on marketing), it has quietly grown into one of Canada’s top international

The rabid Habs fan hosts
a company-wide hockey
tournament at his private
arena every year. As for his
skills in net, he says: “I like
to think I can hold my own”

success stories. With 62 plants on five continents—in February, the company announced its
latest acquisition, the $1.7-billion purchase of U.K.based cheese and butter maker Dairy Crest—it is
among the largest dairy processors in the world,
with 15,000 employees. And with expected sales of
more than $13 billion this year, 70% of which comes
from outside Canada, Saputo Inc. has become a
stock market darling. Since Saputo Jr. took over
from his father and namesake Emanuele (known
as Lino Sr.) in 2004, the company’s shares have
soared 680% (including dividend reinvestment),
handily topping the S&P/TSX Composite Index’s
173% total return.
But things are far from idyllic in the land of milk
and money. The global dairy market is drowning
in a glut of milk, while more consumers bypass the
dairy aisle. At the same time, a world that seemed
to be growing smaller thanks to globalization is
now seeing countries turn inward, leading to geopolitical strife and the threat of trade wars. It’s all
starting to weigh on Saputo’s financial results and
stock; over the past three years, Saputo’s share
price has suffered the indignity of merely matching the benchmark index.
Saputo Jr. isn’t sitting still. The recent deal that
plunged the company into the U.K. market just a
month before Britain’s scheduled exit from the
European Union was characteristic of a company
built on bold bets. But this is also an important
moment. As the third Saputo to run the company
after his father and grandfather, he is ever-cognizant of the curse of the third generation. “Rags to
riches to rags,” Saputo chimes in, referring to the
old adage that the first generation starts a business,
the second builds it up, and the third blows it to
pieces—a pattern that played out famously with
Quebec’s Bronfman clan and its Seagram fortune.
“I’ve been mindful of that since I started in the
business,” says Saputo. “My father’s motto, ever
since we were kids, was, ‘You have to work harder
than everybody else because you know all eyes
will be on you.’”
Never have more eyes been on Lino Saputo Jr.
than right now.

T

he first rule of dairy club is you do not talk about dairy club.
For close to 50 years, Canada’s supply-managed dairy industry, which shields farmers from international competition
through a mix of quotas, tariffs and price controls, has defied
every effort at reform. All but the maddest of politicians (see:
Maxime Bernier) have been cowed by the deep-pocketed,
lobbyist-infested, vote-mobilizing power of Big Milk.
The election of Donald Trump changed everything. Trump
quickly drew a large bullseye on Canadian dairy, repeatedly flaying the country for “what they’ve done to our dairy
farm workers. A disgrace, it’s a disgrace.” Tensions reached
a fevered pitch by June 2018, when Trump attacked Justin
Trudeau as “meek and mild…dishonest and weak” after the
Prime Minister swore to defend Canadian dairy farmers.
Saputo watched it all unfold and shook his head. He knew
the Americans weren’t looking to dismantle Canada’s entire
supply-management system. Instead, the sore point was a
relatively new pricing rule around ultrafiltered milk, a protein-rich ingredient increasingly used to make cheese and
yogurt. American dairy farmers had enjoyed a mini-boom in
recent years by exporting the stuff to Canada, since it wasn’t
covered by Canada’s existing quota system, and the Canadian
Border Services Agency didn’t even consider the protein
concentrates to be milk. Then regulators gifted Canadian
farmers with a new pricing category (known as Class 7) that
shut out the Americans while opening the door for Canadian
farmers to sell their own ultrafiltered milk competitively on
world markets.
The decision was unfair, thought Saputo, and it risked prolonging the trade conflict with the U.S. So he took aim. Canadian dairy farmers, he told reporters last June, “want their
cake, and they want to eat it too. You can’t hold onto your
milk-supply-managed system and have a class of milk competing with world markets at the same time.”
Against the backdrop of the flailing U.S. trade talks, Saputo’s message—one he pounded away at in conference calls,
speeches and media interviews—made for compelling
headlines. For consumers outside of Quebec, it might have
been the first time they made the connection between the
Saputo on their mozzarella wrapper and an actual person,
even though the company’s brands—like Neilsen, Dairyland
and Milk2Go milk, as well as Armstrong cheese and Frigo
Cheeseheads—fill supermarkets across the country. As
for the Canadian dairy industry, the sound you might have
heard after Saputo spoke out was the collective thud of
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“For a
company
like Saputo
that wants
to continue
to grow,
that means
we have
to think
about
markets
outside of
Canada.”

cartel members’ jaws hitting the
floor. Dairy executives quickly
denounced Saputo’s comments
as a “product of confusion,” a
“wrong attack” and “invalid.”
“The association representing
dairy processors across Canada continues to support both
supply management and Class
7,” the head of the Dairy Farmers of Canada gamely insisted.
“Thus, the sector speaks with
one voice.”
Except it didn’t. And how
could it? Saputo Inc. isn’t the
same company it was when
Canada succeeded in excluding supply management from
the 1988 Canada-U.S. trade deal
and, later, NAFTA. In just the
past year and a half, Saputo has
spent $3.6 billion on six acquisitions. One of those was in
Canada (a small, Ontario-based
maker of specialty cheeses and
Icelandic-style yogurt), but the
others were in Australia, the
U.K. and the U.S. It also operates two plants in Argentina,
thanks to its 2003 purchase
of that country’s third-largest
dairy processor. According to
Dutch agribusiness firm Rabobank, which tracks the world’s
largest dairy processors, Saputo
ranks eighth in the world—and
that was before the company’s
most recent deal in the U.K.
In the end, when the NAFTAUSMCA dust settled, Canadian
negotiators agreed to do away
with Class 7. Saputo has no
regrets about breaking with the dairy lobby on the issue, calling their arguments “propaganda.”
“It was a two-tiered system, and dairy farmers don’t like to
hear that, so I probably didn’t make too many friends at the
farm level,” he admits. “But I cannot speak from both sides
of my mouth—I can’t talk to dairy farmers in Australia, in
the United States, in Europe, and tell them what they want
to hear when I’m there, and then tell our dairy farmers what
they want to hear when I’m here, because they’re often two
opposing views.”
None of this is to say Saputo opposes Canada’s supply-management system. “I am for the milk-supply-managed system
because that’s what the dairy farmers want,” he says. “But for
a company like Saputo that wants to continue to grow, that
means we have to think about markets outside of Canada.”
That’s because the artificially high milk prices paid to
Canadian farmers (and then passed on to Canadian consumers) mean products made from that milk will never be competitive for export to the rest of the world. That was a driving
force behind the surprise announcement in 1997 that Saputo
(sales: $450 million) would swallow U.S. cheesemaker Stella
(sales: $800 million).
The deal cemented Saputo’s reputation as one of the most
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efficient operators in the food industry. Dino
Dello Sbarba, the company’s former president and
chief operating officer, now retired, recalls touring a Stella plant with Mr. Saputo (which is how he
refers to the elder Saputo) and Lino Jr. at the time.
“We saw how disorganized it was, and it was obvious to us we could turn Stella around and make a
lot of money,” Dello Sbarba says. “We didn’t see
the complexity of their systems or their sales, or
how they were managing their marketing. We just
saw they didn’t know what they were doing from
an operating standpoint, and we did.” Almost
immediately after taking over, he says Saputo
slashed the amount of cheese Stella produced by
15%, yet was able to boost earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization by 50%.
It was a model for the frenzied deal-making to
come. Since buying Stella, Saputo has spent in
excess of $7 billion on more than 30 acquisitions,
from tuck-in businesses that complemented its
existing operations to transformational transactions that took the company into new countries
and markets.
It’s worth pausing for a moment to reflect on
that number: 30. As a rule of thumb, business consultants will tell you that anywhere from 40% to
60% of M&A transactions are considered failures
because they don’t deliver the promised results.
Companies overpay, cultures clash, egos get in
the way. Which makes Saputo Inc.’s Pac-Manlike pace of acquisitions all the more remarkable. Aside from two small European plants the
company bought in the mid-2000s and ultimately
closed—because they didn’t have the critical mass
needed to compete profitably—the company has
never botched an acquisition. “They’re very disciplined from a financial perspective, but I’d say
even more importantly from an operational perspective, they really take the time to make sure
that the cultures are aligned, or they have a clear
path to making that happen,” says Mark Petrie, an
analyst with CIBC World Markets who has covered the company for the last decade and currently has a “neutral” rating on the stock.
Ask any Saputo executive for the secret to the
company’s track record and they’ll tell you it’s the
ability to quickly infuse recently acquired businesses with Saputo’s values of accountability,
entrepreneurialism and its family business ethic.
(The mammoth operation even feels like a small
family company at times—last year, one Australian journalist begged the CEO on air to hire
a local spokesperson so they didn’t always have
to go to him directly for comment.) Before even
beginning to make technology or systems changes
to new business units, the company sets out to
determine which employees “get” the Saputo culture. “It’s non-negotiable who we are, what our
culture is and what our expectations are of them,”
says Carl Colizza, president and COO of Saputo’s
dairy business in Canada and Argentina, who has
been with the company for two decades. “Usually
within a very short window, we know who understands us and who doesn’t, and we part ways if we
have to.”

A

couple of days after Colizza joined the company
in 1998, Lino Saputo noticed a new face among his
3,000 employees and stopped to chat with him.
The pair discovered a shared love of hockey—a
passion that has played a key role in helping transfer the Saputo culture to its far-flung plants.
To call Saputo a hockey nut would be an understatement (les Canadiens, bien sûr). In addition to
playing in net, he’s also part owner of Quartexx
Management, a player agency that represents
Patrice Bergeron, Kris Letang and Bryan Little. A
few years ago, while playing hockey with one of
his sons at a crowded Montreal rink, Saputo struck
on the idea of building his own arena. Saputo calls
himself a “closet architect,” so he drew up a design,
complete with executive boardroom and highperformance gym. The three-on-three rink gets
rented out for $300 an hour, but it also plays home
to an annual company-wide tournament involving
hundreds of Saputo employees from across North
America. Saputo himself also helped create a draft
so teams would have a mix of players from across
the company. “People end up going back to their
plants, and they become ambassadors of our culture,” says Colizza.
Saputo plays in the tournament as a goalie,
and Colizza says that on the ice, he’s just another
player. No one holds back. In fact, Colizza still
likes to recall the year his team defeated Saputo’s
in the semifinals. “I was fortunate enough to score
three goals on him that game, and I wasn’t shy
about reminding him, either,” says Colizza, who
notes the boss’s goaltending has improved with
age. Says Saputo of his skills between the posts: “I
like to think I can hold my own.”
The company has since created baseball, basketball and soccer tournaments. (Two employees
came up from Argentina for the latter, one who
had never left the town where he lived and worked
at the local Saputo plant.)
Whenever Saputo visits any of the company’s
plants and sees players from one of the tournaments, he stops to talk. But he just as easily builds
rapport with employees he hasn’t faced on the
ice. Mitch Garber, the Montreal businessman
and chair of Cirque du Soleil, has known Saputo
for close to 15 years—their children attended the
same school—and he considers Saputo a close
friend. He occasionally visits Saputo plants as
part of fundraising efforts for Montreal’s United
Way Centraide charity. (Saputo’s family has been
a major supporter of the charity over the years.)
“I’ve watched him walk the floors, and Lino
will stop with almost every employee, shake their
hand, know their name, look them in the eye, know
when they joined the company, what their family
situation is,” Garber says. “We’ve never discussed
it, but I feel he knows that with the name Saputo,
there potentially comes intimidation or nervousness on the part of people, because of the wealth
and the brand. There’s a cognizance he could have
that effect on people, and he disarms it right away.”

Laying on the fromage

Saputo’s tasting notes on some of its
artisanal Quebec cheeses
La Sauvagine

Smooth and rustic: La Sauvagine is a cow
milk cheese with a moist and supple rind
that ripens from the outside in; runny
ivory body; fresh butter taste with a hint
of mushrooms; melts in the mouth and is
flavourful; culminating with a rustic taste.

Le Cendrillon

Rich and robust: Crowned Best Cheese
in the World at the 2009 World Cheese
Awards. Vegetable-ash-covered cheese
with a marble-textured rind and a smooth
ivory body; acidulous, semi-strong taste
that becomes more pronounced with age.

Cantonnier

Supple and nutty: Cantonnier is a semi-soft
pressed cheese, uncooked and surface ripened
with a washed rind. It distinguishes itself with
its effervescent flavour, reminiscent of fruity
cream and fresh apples.

Bleubry

Rich and pronounced: A smooth version of
the blue cheeses; frank and delicate; creamy,
not too salty; a product of the marriage
between brie and blue cheeses.

La tentation de Laurier

Buttery and delicate: When young, this cheese
has a creamy texture like that of whipped
cream, with a fresh cream flavour and a slighty
acidic aftertaste. The whipped texture becomes
smooth and spreadable when it reaches
its peak, thus bringing out the pronounced
butter flavour. It melts in your mouth.

T

he Saputo empire owes a lot to that most exotic of dishes,
pizza. In the mid-1950s, the Italian staple was just starting to
catch on in Canada (the first pizza ovens weren’t imported
until 1957), and early stories about this miraculous new food
included instructions on how to pronounce the word.
Giuseppe Saputo and his eldest son, Frank, arrived on
Canadian shores from Sicily shortly before pizza did, in 1950.
Two years later, the rest of their family, including Emanuele (a.k.a. Lino Sr.), joined them in Montreal. Back in Italy,
Giuseppe had been a cheesemaker, but in Canada he took a
job as a labourer. Emanuele convinced him to return to the
cheese business, and with a $500 investment and a bicycle to
make mozzarella deliveries, the business was soon expanding alongside the pizza boom.
Eventually Lino Sr. (now 81) took over the business, which
continued to expand. In the early 1970s, however, the Montreal Police Department’s organized crime squad raided
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Ricotta have it

the company’s factory, accusing the Saputos of having ties
to a New York crime boss. All
Lino Saputo Jr. is
that resulted from the raid was
a ricotta fanatic.
a $350 fine for violating the
Here are his five
health code, but for months
favourite ways to
newspapers were filled with
eat the stuff, which
stories about the incident. “For
is made from the
some reason, being Sicilian and
dregs of the cheesehaving success wasn’t normal,”
making process
Lino Sr. said later. “It was very
tough and cheap, what they did
to me in 1972.”
• Spread it on toast
Lino Jr. was around five at the
with a drizzle of honey
time, and says he and his sib• Top it with fresh fruit lings were completely unaware
of the raid and its fallout.
and crunchy granola
“God, my mom was a champ,”
for a snack or dessert
he says, noting his father was
rarely
home because of work.
Add
a
creamy
layer
•
“She completely protected my
under the tomatoes
brother and sister and I from
when preparing
that. We only learned about it
bruschetta
when we got older and started
reading the papers.”
• Blend it with
As a child, Saputo Jr. knew he
powdered chocolate
wanted to join his father in the
drink mix
company. At 10, he was sweeping
floors and hand-wrapping
• Enjoy it as the star
cheese,
and by 13 he began helpingredient in a classic
ing with deliveries. Lunches
Italian cannoli
involved scooping ricotta out of
vats and putting it on baguettes.
To this day, that workhorse staple of Italian kitchens remains
Saputo’s favourite cheese—he eats it every day—even though
his company’s Le Cendrillon goat cheese by Alexis de Portneuf won best cheese in the world in 2009.
Throughout Saputo’s teens, he learned in detail the process
for turning milk into cheese and continued working his way
through the company during summers while completing university. He’d originally planned to attend St. Francis Xavier
University in Nova Scotia, but he met and fell in love with
his future wife, Amelia, and ended up staying in Montreal,
where he earned a political science degree from Concordia.
The couple married when they were in their mid-20s, and
within five years they had two sons, Emanuele (Manny) and
Giordano. By his early 30s, Saputo had moved from managing
plants to overseeing the company’s rapidly expanding manufacturing operations.
For all Saputo’s growth, however, Lino Sr. saw trouble
ahead if it remained a family-owned business.
Large family businesses are notoriously difficult to manage, particularly when it comes to transferring power from
one generation to the next. At the time, the board of directors
was filled with Saputos—Lino Sr.’s brothers and sisters all
had smaller stakes in the company, and many of their children were on the payroll too. “My father would have these
monthly meetings with his family, but the challenge for him
was that a lot of the discussion was more emotional than strategic or logical,” says Lino Jr. So, Lino Sr. decided to take the
company public in 1997. “My extended family recognized that
they would no longer be owners but rather shareholders, and
there’s a big difference between the two,” says the son. “Having that corporate governance structure of a public company
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would allow us to think about things more strategically.” (Unlike many other family-controlled
companies in Canada, Saputo doesn’t have a dualclass share structure, which gives founders disproportionate control through multiple-voting
shares. A holding company controlled by Lino Sr.
owns 33% of Saputo; a separate one controlled by
his brother Frank owns 10%.)
The IPO meant a lot of Saputos had to go. “It
was clear to all family members, including to
myself and my brother, that if we wanted to put
in the time and be part of this organization moving forward, we could,” says Saputo. “But we have
to deliver on the deliverables just like everybody
else.” His older brother, Joey, held various senior
management positions but left a decade after the
IPO to oversee the Montreal Impact soccer club,
which he’d launched in 1992. (He stepped down as
president of the club this past January.)
Lino Jr. took up his father’s challenge, but the
relationship between father and son was often
tense. While Lino Sr. was famous for his hot Sicilian temper, Dello Sbarba says he would unleash
his harshest criticism on Lino Jr. in front of other
executives and employees. Afterward, Dello
Sbarba and others, feeling the father was being
unfair, would offer their help, but Lino Jr. refused.
“He was always very private,” says Dello Sbarba.
“He’d say, ‘Guys, this is my issue. I’ll deal with it.’”
By 2003, Lino Sr. was ready to retire, and the
board formed a committee to find a successor.
Though Canada has no shortage of entitled scions
who’ve been handed the keys to the CEO’s office
no matter how unqualified they were for the post,
Saputo insists that was never the case with him.
Growing up, he says, he’d have settled for a position as supervisor or plant manager, if it came to
that. “I’ve been very fortunate to have been guided
by some very good people who saw more potential
in me than I saw in myself,” he says. In the end, he
won the job. “I think they understood that I knew
the business and the industry very well, and that
culturally there was a strong connection between
the way I live and the way the company operates.”
Will another Saputo replace Lino Jr. when he
eventually retires? That’s far from certain. Of
Saputo’s two sons, one is a musician in Nashville
and the other plays professional hockey in France.
The latter has expressed an interest in joining the
company, and Saputo says he would welcome that,
but he would have to prove himself. “There’s no
obligation that the next generation of leadership
at Saputo has to be a Saputo,” he says. “We’ve got
a pool of very talented leaders, and as long as the
culture stays alive, it doesn’t have to be a Saputo.”
As for his father, Lino Jr. says their relationship
has “inverted,” and now he draws comfort from
consulting Lino Sr. when times are difficult, as
they are now. “He is the calming influence in my
life, where historically my dad was the guy putting most of the pressure on me,” Saputo says. “My
dad will say as long as you wake up every morning
and ask yourself ‘Have you done the best you can
do?’ and the answer is yes, don’t worry about the
results, because they’re going to come.”

E

arly in 2018, bushfires raged across Australia’s
Victoria state. Caught in the middle of some of
the blazes were several dairy farms that supplied
Warrnambool Cheese and Butter (WCB). Four
years earlier, Saputo had emerged from a bidding war for WCB, beating out Murray Goulburn
Co-op, and Lino Saputo Jr. was in Australia for
meetings at the WCB plant.
Wanting to help, but not wanting to intrude,
Saputo had his staff reach out, and once he got the
all-clear, he visited five of the farms. Some were
burned to the ground, and other farmers were
rallying to help. “There was this great chemistry
and camaraderie among the dairy farmers, which
I loved to see,” he says. One farmer who’d been
hit told Saputo all his fencing had burned so he
couldn’t contain his cows. Saputo had his people
bring new fencing over that afternoon.
The CEO has never talked publicly about the
visit, and he’s caught off guard when asked about
it now. (Another executive had mentioned it earlier in the day.) “I don’t know how you know that.
We weren’t trying to get mileage—it wasn’t a marketing ploy,” he says uneasily. “It was just a question of doing the right thing.”
Saputo could easily have used the visits to his
advantage. At the time, the company was in the
process of buying Murray Goulburn (MG), the
co-op he’d beat out for WCB in 2014. MG had made
some terrible decisions that left it deep in debt
and losing suppliers. After attending dozens of
town halls with the co-op’s farmer-shareholders,
Saputo clinched the deal last spring. He needed
one vote more than 50% to win; he got 98.1%.
Saputo and his father had been stalking Australia for 12 years before making their first deal there.
The allure was clear: its proximity to Asia, where
dairy consumption is low but growing fast. China,
for instance, consumes just 36 kilograms per
person of fluid milk, one-third the annual world
average and just one-10th the level consumed by
people in developed countries.
Australia is perfectly positioned to serve that
market, not just because of its geography but
because of its trade agreements with Asian markets. Still, the industry is struggling at home
because of low domestic prices and an oversupply
of milk, with a growing number of farmers getting
out of the business. That’s just one of the challenges facing Saputo. “Without strong milk production, we don’t have an industry. All we have
is brick-and-mortar and stainless steel plants,”
he says. “So we’ve got to take care of our farmers. It doesn’t mean we can say yes to all of their
requests, but we’ll take the time to explain why it’s
yes or why it’s no.”
Here at home, Saputo the company faces its own
set of challenges. While Canada agreed to scrap
Class 7, the pricing system for ultrafiltered milk
Saputo came out against, negotiators also dealt
away greater access to the Canadian dairy market under the new trade agreement than Saputo

expected. All told, he says, between the replacement trade
deal with the United States and Mexico (USMCA), the
trade deal with Europe (CETA), and the Comprehensive
and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP), roughly 12% of Canada’s dairy market is now
open to foreign imports.
It’s unclear how Saputo and the rest of Canada’s dairy
industry will be affected by these changes. But with its everexpanding international reach, the company may be wellpositioned. In a research note after its purchase of the U.K.’s
Dairy Crest, CIBC’s Petrie noted it could position the Canadian-based company to ship dairy products to Canada from
its international operations. “We expect Saputo to leverage
this new production, likely focused on accelerating [Dairy
Crest’s] limited export business, including to Canada.”
Still, tastes are changing in North America as consumers
turn away from conventional milk. Even the recently updated
Canada Food Guide downplays milk and cheese consumption—staples since the guide’s advent in the 1940s. Per-capita
fluid milk consumption has shrunk by nearly one-quarter
since the end of the 1990s, and the pace of the decline is accelerating. From 2016 to 2017, consumption fell by 4%.
Saputo’s answer is to go premium. So-called “value-added”
milk products are growing fast—things like the single-serve
flavoured milks offered by Saputo’s Milk2Go label. Another
area where Saputo sees growth is in high-protein, low-lactose milk, such as its Joyya brand, an ultrafiltered milk that it
launched last fall. However, the company is going up against
Coca-Cola’s Fairlife brand, also a high-protein, low-lactose
milk that’s available across the country. Coke is in the process
of building an $85-million plant in Peterborough, Ontario.
In the meantime, the beverage giant received a temporary
licence from Ottawa to import all of its milk from the U.S.
Then there’s that small but growing slice of the population
that’s cut out dairy altogether. In Saputo’s most recent conference call, he specifically mentioned plant-based protein
drinks, like soy, almond and coconut milk, as a competitive
threat. Asked if the company plans on moving into that sector, Saputo says it’s definitely something he’s looking at. “We
can’t deny plant-based beverages are a threat to the fluid milk
category,” he says. “We’re not going to create our own brand.
However, if there is an opportunity for us to make an acquisition of a company that already has a great following, that’s
something we would consider.”
Saputo certainly has the room to make more deals. For
months before buying Dairy Crest, Saputo had been saying
the company had roughly $3 billion it could spend on acquisitions without having to tap equity markets, and that it had
five or so potential takeovers in the pipeline. That means it
still has more than $1 billion to spend, so expect the deals to
keep coming.
“From an evolutionary perspective, you need to be moving
forward. Otherwise you’re moving back,” says Saputo. “So,
the potential for us to go beyond the $13 billion in revenue
we’re at is very good. Could we be at $15 billion? Could we be
$17 billion? Could we be $20 billion? I think the answer is yes,
because the opportunities we’re seeing for potential acquisitions is very real.”
The only question, then, is how big this big cheese could get.
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ACTIVIST INVESTORS WERE ONCE A
NOBLE BUNCH, FIGHTING FOR THE
RIGHTS OF REGULAR SHAREHOLDERS.
THESE DAYS, IT’S HARD TO TELL THE
ALTRUISTS FROM THE RAIDERS
BY TIM KILADZE

ILLUSTRATION BY MICHAEL BYERS

It’s been more than four years since Jim Pantelidis fought off his
most recent attack from an activist shareholder, but the memory
still makes him angry. As the chair of Enercare Inc., defending the
company became a full-time job. “It was all-consuming,” he says.
The battle became public at 9:36 a.m on July 17,
2014, when an obscure American hedge fund known
as Augustus Advisors released a blistering letter to
shareholders, declaring its intention to take Enercare
private. Augustus said its buyout partner had been
working behind the scenes for a full year, pleading
with Enercare’s board to submit to a takeover. The
company had once been a promising, albeit boring,
business, renting water heaters in Ontario, but its
stock had floundered, down 35% from its peak seven
years earlier. Because Augustus controlled the single
largest block of Enercare’s shares, the fund felt justified in shaking things up.
This wasn’t Pantelidis’s first tussle with activists. In
2011, New York-based Octavian Advisors had launched
a public proxy contest to install four new directors on
Enercare’s board and take on roughly $140 million in
debt to fund a special dividend. “There was nothing
short of capitulation that they would accept,” says
Pantelidis. “They were trying to hijack the company.”
To bat Octavian away, Enercare spent millions of dollars on legal and public relations advice, and endured
months of cross-Canada meetings with institutional
investors. It worked. In April 2012, shareholders voted
down the activist’s proposal.
But the peace was short-lived. Augustus began managing Octavian’s stake, and just two years later, it went
public with its own plan for a buyout of Enercare.
There had been plenty of similar battles in the wake
of the 2008 financial crisis, when activist investors
stepped up their efforts to dismantle stodgy boards
and toss out incompetent leaders, all in the name of
shareholder profits. They’d won some early accolades in Canada after improving results at two iconic
companies, Canadian Pacific Railway and Maple Leaf
Foods. Yet those victories had spawned so many copycats that the crusaders were looking much less altruistic. In fact, there was a growing fear that activists
were using their influence to manipulate stock prices
for short-term gains.
Pantelidis outmaneuvered Augustus by acquiring a
sister company to give Enercare extra heft. Soon after,
its stock price eclipsed the $13.50 to $15 a share the
activists had offered. With the pressure off, Enercare
put together a multiyear turnaround plan that included
expanding into the United States. This past August,

Brookfield Infrastructure bought the company for $3.1
billion, in a friendly deal worth $29 a share—double
Augustus’s bid.
Enercare may have gotten the last laugh, but the
activist trend has only accelerated. In 2018, activist
funds broke the record for number of campaigns in
a single year—922 globally (75 of them in Canada),
according to Activist Insight, compared to just a
handful in 2003. Most of their targets were small- and
micro-cap companies. But giants like eBay, Manulife
Financial, Campbell Soup and others all came under
attack in the last year, with varying results.
Why the explosion? In part, it’s because passive
investing has become an existential problem for asset
managers. Thanks to the longest bull market on record,
index investors in Canada have enjoyed average total
returns of 10% over the past decade and paid next to
nothing in fees. Hedge funds, meanwhile, have delivered about half that, while charging much more—often
2% a year, plus 20% of any extraordinary profits.
With the industry under siege, activism is seen as
one of the few remaining ways for fund managers
to deliver alpha—returns that beat the broad market—without deploying a huge amount of capital. By
acquiring, say, 10% of a company and agitating for substantial changes, they can affect the share price and
net a tidy profit. (Private equity firms, meanwhile, usually have to buy entire companies, for a premium, and
are stuck holding the bag if their revamps go awry.) By
mid-2018, the activist sector had amassed $128 billion
(U.S.) in assets under management.
Not long ago, the activist mission was to call out poor
governance, excessive pay and outright fraud. Lately,
the motivation behind many of these campaigns has
grown murkier. With so much money sloshing around,
sometimes it’s hard to tell who’s truly out to fix a company and who wants to make a quick buck. At the same
time, the sector is struggling to justify itself. Over the
past decade, activist funds have, at best, matched the
performance of the S&P 500, according to Activist
Insight. “Unless a board is absolutely incompetent,”
says Pantelidis, “activists seldom, from what I’ve seen,
come up with any new ideas.”
Do these new-age barbarians at the gate actually
create value, or have they simply corrupted the market
they set out to save?

T

wo strains of modern activist investors emerged in the mid-1980s. In one
corner of the market, corporate raiders
like Carl Icahn and T. Boone Pickens began to shake
up stagnant companies, often by borrowing boatloads
to fuel hostile takeovers. Then there were the institutional investors intent on cracking down on bad governance—which sometimes meant punishing boards
for giving in to the raiders too easily. Although they
could be at odds, these two strains shared a common
vision: As shareholders, they were owners, and they
wanted to use that power to make changes.
Over the next decade, activists took on blue-chip
players like Kodak and General Motors. At IBM, CEO
John Akers was booted after the company lost its way,
leading to a $5-billion (U.S.) loss in 1992 and 100,000
job cuts over three years. When pushing for his ouster,
California’s largest pension fund circulated a 14-page
indictment of the company’s governance: “IBM was
once the most respected company in the world,” it
said, but “now looks to the future with shareholder
satisfaction and employee pride reduced to contempt
and shame.”
By 1994, the activist movement had made a significant mark. Directors knew they could no longer act
like monarchs; shareholders had proven they were
the ones in charge, and boards had started listening to
them. “All-out war is no longer needed,” John Pound,
who led a shareholder research group at Harvard, told
The New York Times that year.
But in the ashes of the dot-com bust, activists started
rumbling once again. In 2005, Bill Ackman bought a
sizable position in Wendy’s International and urged
the chain to spin off Tim Hortons. A year later, he
pushed for changes at Canadian Tire that included
spinning out its Mark’s Work Wearhouse chain.
The activist renaissance picked up speed after the

crash of 2008, and when it did, two campaigns put
Canada close to Ground Zero.
The first was the 2010 battle at Maple Leaf Foods.
In August of that year, a small but powerful Canadian
fund called West Face Capital, led by Greg Boland,
acquired a 10% stake in the company. Maple Leaf
had finally come through the listeria crisis, during
which 22 people died, and it planned to spend $1.3
billion to update its meat-processing facilities. But
before the company could start, West Face launched a
proxy contest that pitted Boland against Maple Leaf’s
CEO, Michael McCain, and its powerful board, which
included veteran corporate lawyer Purdy Crawford
and a number of friends of McCain’s father, Wallace.
Boland’s aim was to install hand-picked directors who
were independent of the McCain family and to curtail the expensive revitalization plan, which Boland
thought was unlikely to boost the company’s fortunes.
Boland eventually won a board seat and used his
position to persuade Maple Leaf to slash its modernization plan in half. The company’s shares soared,
and by the time Boland sold his stake in 2014 for $300
million, he’d doubled his investment. McCain, meanwhile, held onto his job.
Fred Green wasn’t so lucky. As West Face was wrapping up its campaign at Maple Leaf, Ackman and his
fund, Pershing Square Capital Management, were taking aim at CP Rail, whose board (led by former Royal
Bank CEO John Cleghorn) had allowed Green to post
poor operating results for years, along with the worst
operating efficiency of the Big Six North American
railways. Ackman spent $1.4 billion to amass a sizable stake in the Canadian giant that grew to 14.2%.
The plan was to take control of the board and replace
Green with Hunter Harrison, the former chief of CP’s
archrival, Canadian National Railway.
The campaign turned nasty quickly. In January 2012,
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Ackman sent Cleghorn an e-mail with the subject line,
“War and Peace.” In it, he darkly wrote that his campaign could turn into “nuclear winter.”
Ackman had just come off a humiliating defeat in his
campaign against Target Corp., which he called one of
“the greatest disappointments of my career to date,”
and his reputation was wounded. But CP’s board failed
to see that its own shareholders were fed up and desperate for change. Two pension funds—the Ontario
Teachers’ Pension Plan and the Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board—sided with Pershing, and in an
astonishing capitulation, six of CP’s directors, including Cleghorn, agreed not to stand for re-election. Harrison was installed as CEO a few months later, and
over the next two years, CP’s stock more than doubled.
The optics of both victories were powerful, because
they showed that even Canadian giants could be
shaken up. Activists came out looking like altruistic
warriors, battling for common shareholders. “This is
about restoring the balance of power back to the owners,” Ackman told The Globe and Mail in 2012. “The
activist acts as the tip of the spear and is willing to take
the body blows.”
Boards were forced to do some soul-searching (or at
least some balance-sheet-scouring). They also drew
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up playbooks for how to engage with activists if they
ever came knocking, often relying on an emerging cottage industry of strategists to counsel them. The common advice: Do everything CP didn’t.
Money started to pour into activist funds. In 2003,
there was about $12 billion (U.S.) invested in the
sector globally, according to HFR Industry Reports,
which does research on hedge funds. By the end of
2014, that figure had multiplied almost tenfold, with
most of the growth coming after 2009.
As the market grew crowded, it became harder to
decipher each fund’s motives. Were they in it to kick out
do-nothing boards, or did they care more about quick
wins and profits? In a research report early in 2015,
bankers at JPMorgan warned that the influx of money
could force funds to manufacture campaigns just for
the hell of it: “This significant inflow of capital into the
asset class comes with immense pressure to put capital
to work quickly and in ever-larger campaigns.”
That speculation proved to be bang-on.

ill George has long been among the
most vocal critics of shareholder activism’s underbelly. The Goldman Sachs
director and former CEO of medical device-maker
Medtronic is all for activism in principle, but he worries that many investors are in it for a quick payoff and
nothing else. “If a company is moribund and not going
anywhere, I say go in and shake it up,” George says
by phone from Minneapolis, where he is based. What
he sees, though, are activists “almost intentionally
attacking well-run companies.”
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His career path helped fuel this skepTHE ORIGINAL ACTIVIST
Benjamin Graham, the granddaddy of value
ticism. George rose through the ranks
investing, was perhaps the first activist investor.
at Litton Industries and Honeywell
In 1927, he launched a proxy battle to gain a
International, determined to become
seat on the board of Northern Pipeline, hoping
an executive. By the late 1980s, howto force the company to distribute more of its
ever, “I looked at myself in the rearview
cash
hoard to shareholders. “Here was Northern
mirror, and what I saw was a miserPipeline, selling at only $65 a share, paying a
able person,” he told a Minneapolis
$6 dividend—while holding some $95 in cash assets for each share,
magazine in 2017. It had been too easy
nearly all of which it could distribute to its stockholders without the
to boost profits by firing workers and
slightest inconvenience to its operations,” Graham recalled in his
closing divisions. “I realized I was more
memoirs. “Talk about a bargain security!” After a long battle, Graham
focused on getting the top job than on
won (with help from fellow investor the Rockefeller Foundation).
the work I was doing,” says George. “I
wasn’t building anything—I was just
taking things apart.”
A similar argument can be made
about activists, and George has been
making it for years. In 2009, he even
called out Ackman live on CNBC, lamiding high on his CP Rail victory, Bill
basting him for his failed campaign against Target, on
Ackman followed up with a campaign
whose board George had served until 2005. Lately,
against Herbalife, an American multithough, George has grown incensed. Around 2014 the
level marketing company that sells vitamins and promarket for activism exploded and major funds started
tein bars. Ackman’s thesis was that Herbalife was little
holding serious sway. By the end of that year, more than
more than a pyramid scheme, with the company push10 activist funds each managed over $10 billion (U.S.),
ing often low-income clients to sell the stuff to their
according to HFR. Executives dared not irk them for
friends. He shorted the stock and tried to persuade
fear of being targeted.
regulators to intervene.
What really bothered George was that some activThe battle turned ugly through 2013 and into 2014,
ists wouldn’t even acknowledge what they were up to.
and Icahn—who had never been a fan of Ackman’s—
It all seemed like a game. In 2014, Dan Loeb of influentook the other side of the trade, saying Herbalife had “a
tial activist fund Third Point floated the possibility of
legitimate business model, with favourable long-term
dismantling drug giant Amgen, “which seemed to me
opportunities for growth.” The pair sparred publicly,
like a ridiculous idea,” George says. He said as much
including during a now infamous segment on CNBC,
publicly. Soon after, the two men met for the first time
during which Icahn called in to counter Ackman, the
at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland.
show’s guest. “Ackman has done pump-and-dumps.
“Are you Bill George? How could you say that? I didn’t
He’s got one of the worst reputations on Wall Street,”
say to break them up—I just said they should consider
Icahn argued on live TV.
breaking up,’” George recalls Loeb telling him. George
But Ackman was on to something. In 2016, the U.S.
was gobsmacked. “Come on,” says George. “You go
Federal Trade Commission fined Herbalife $200 milout and make a public statement about that, you go out
lion—though it stopped short of classifying it as a
and buy [some] of their stock? Don’t kid me.”
pyramid scheme. Nonetheless, the stock continued to
Activists also had a habit of glossing over the chaos
climb. By the time Ackman finally unwound his short
they could create. In the summer of 2012, New Yorkposition last year, he was deep under water. After he
based Jana Partners started spending more than $1
first bet against the company, the stock plunged below
billion to amass a 7.5% stake in Agrium Inc, and over
$25 (U.S.) per share. By the time he exited, it had
the next nine months the two fought bitterly, with
jumped to $94 (U.S.). Pershing investors got crushed.
Jana hoping to install directors on Agrium’s 12-person
The failure was even more spectacular at Valeant
board. The fund went so far as to suggest that Agrium
Pharmaceuticals, which was first targeted by activist
consider splitting into two companies—one for ferValueAct Capital way back in 2006. ValueAct helped
tilizer production and another for retail agricultural
install Michael Pearson as CEO, and he turned Valeproducts. Ahead of the pivotal annual meeting in April
ant into a serial acquirer with a habit of jacking up the
2013, Jana head Barry Rosenstein took some nasty
prices of drugs it now owned. Under scrutiny in 2015,
public shots at Agrium, arguing that dismissing activthe company nearly collapsed, and the stock plunged
ists like him amounted to corporate governance from
more than 90% from its $346 peak. ValueAct had
the 1960s. “It’s like watching an episode of Mad Men
cashed out $1 billion (U.S.) right before things went
where all the doctors are smoking,” he told The Globe.
bad, so it didn’t fare so badly, but other activists had
In the end, Agrium prevailed. But the company’s
piled in on the way up, including Ackman and John
CEO, Michael Wilson, was so disgusted by all the
Paulson. Ackman and his fund lost $4 billion (U.S.).
energy and money the battle had sucked up that he
In a recent investor presentation, Pershing disclosed
gave a warning about the state of activism: “Based on
its annual gains and losses. Anyone who invested at
what I’m seeing, this is the new wave—people who are
the end of 2012, in the wake of the CP Rail victory, had
looking for short-term gain versus long-term gain.”
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dossier during a meeting with directors that purportedly contained dirt on them and their families, and
unearthing the old divorce records of a CEO it was
hoping to get fired and allegedly leaking them to
the media. (Elliott has denied these allegations and
declined to comment.)
This unscrupulous behaviour has encouraged some
investors—including short sellers, a subset of the
activist movement—to test the boundaries. Carson
Block and his fund, Muddy Waters LLC, is generally
respected for exposing fraudulent companies; Canadian investors will remember him for calling out the
sham that was Sino-Forest in 2011. Yet, last October,
Muddy Waters released a scathing report on insurance giant Manulife Financial.
The campaign was unusual for Muddy Waters,
because it had nothing to do with fraud or bad governance. Instead, it revolved around a lawsuit against
Manulife (filed by a fund called Mosten) that was
launched to exploit a potential loophole in decadesold insurance policies. As Muddy Waters claimed, the
contracts allowed their holders to deposit an unlimited amount of money with Manulife and receive a
guaranteed annualized return of at least 4%. Block
predicted the losses “could reach the billions” if
Manulife were to lose the court battle and be forced
to adhere to these terms. Asked why he had taken on
this cause, given that it didn’t match with his history,
Block told The Globe this past October: “Sometimes
the fraud thing gets a little bit old.”
Block stands by the campaign against Manulife,

D

espite a number of colossal disappointments, activists are, somewhat miraculously, a bigger force than ever—and
they’re only getting more aggressive.
Elliott Management, founded by Paul Singer, has
become the most feared activist fund in the world, a
reputation it earned when it bet on Argentinian debt
and tried to seize one of the country’s war ships after a
government ruling hurt its investment. More recently,
Elliott has been accused of flashing a six-inch-thick
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Paul Singer

Barry Rosenstein

Carl Icahn

Jeffrey Smith

Ted White

Andrew Left

Elliott
Management
Shook up
ThyssenKrupp and
Whitbread

Jana Partners
Urged Apple
to put parental
controls in
its iPhones

Carl Icahn
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Starboard Value
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almost the exact same amount at the end of 2018. Putting that same dollar into the broad S&P 500, meanwhile, would have nearly doubled their money. Ackman declined to comment for this story.
Many rival funds have also suffered in the last few
years. Jana Partners, which went after Agrium, hasn’t
beaten the broad stock market since 2013. The fund’s
assets under management peaked at $11 billion (U.S.)
in 2015, but investors have since fled, and at the end of
2018, Jana managed less than half its record total.
This all seems to lend credence to a 2015 report by
the Wall Street Journal, which set out to assess the merits of the activist boom, studying 71 campaigns against
companies worth $5 billion (U.S.) or more. The result:
“Activism often improves a company’s operational
results—and nearly as often doesn’t.”

arguing in an email in early March that it’s an important type of activism “because management has
actively concealed this information, or has made outright misrepresentations, or even told lies.”
Manulife sees it differently. “The Muddy Waters
report was a short seller’s attempt to spread misinformation and confusion in order to profit at the expense
of our long-term shareholders,” the insurer wrote in
an email. “We believe that Muddy Waters’ continued
exaggerated characterization of the Mosten matter is a
textbook example of unrestricted behaviour by a selfacknowledged short seller.”
Even West Face’s Boland, who still firmly believes
activists have an important role to play in policing
companies, says their tactics can be overused. “When
your investment strategy is to be a hammer, then
everything looks like a nail. That pressure leads to illfounded campaigns,” he says. “Activism is a tool, not
an investment strategy.”
He hasn’t given up on the idea because far too often,
the only way institutional shareholders can voice
their frustrations with management is by selling
their shares, even though they might see potential for
improvement. That’s where activism can be useful—if
it’s done thoughtfully.
The trouble is that thoughtfulness is a rare commodity these days. Given the state of activism, companies sometimes focus too much on making themselves
activist-proof. This worries Marty Lipton more than
anything else. The veteran corporate lawyer is widely
viewed as a dean of Wall Street and has been dealing
with disrupters for decades—he created poison pills
in the 1980s to thwart that era’s corporate raiders.
After defending these types of attacks for so long, he
has concluded that the biggest threat activists pose is
a cumulative one. As activism expands, he says, “all
companies look at their strategy and their portfolio
of businesses as an activist would. They adjust their
operations and strategy to try to minimize the exposure to an activist attack, which is far more important
than the attacks themselves.”
“There are companies that are not well managed,
and every now and then an activist comes along and
points that out, and actually does improve it,” he concedes. “But most of activism is financial engineering.”

A

fter watching activists rack up some
early wins, the advice given to boards
of directors was to embrace them—
show some love, maybe even offer a few board seats.
It helped—a lot. Many campaigns are now settled privately, with the public never even hearing of them. It’s
much less disruptive for everyone involved.
But that strategy only works if the activists give a
damn about the ultimate fate of the company. What
if they don’t? Regulators can’t simply ban activism,
because for all the trouble it might cause, these investors can play a crucial role, particularly in small-cap

markets that tend to be overlooked by watchdogs. In
that way, activism is a bit like democracy—sometimes
maddening, but perhaps the best option we’ve got.
“Making broad, general statements about activism or those who engage in it is a mistake,” says Zach
George, a Canadian who runs FrontFour Capital in
Greenwich, Connecticut, and whose recent targets
include small Canadian real estate companies. “Each
situation and strategy should be assessed on a caseby-case basis.”
The criticism that irks him most is the claim that all
activists are out to make a quick buck. “The notion that
activists are only focused on short-term results and
thinking is a tired and false narrative,” he argues. “It is
commonly used by defence advisers during campaigns
and by corporate leaders who are incentivized to defer
accountability for their own poor performance.”
That’s the rosy view. In reality, there’s a huge role
for institutional investors to play. Some of the world’s
largest money managers have already joined forces
to preach the value of long-term investing, with the
likes of BlackRock Inc. and CPPIB coming together
to create a not-for-profit called Focusing Capital on
the Long Term (FCLT). In a recent report, BlackRock
CEO Larry Fink warned that “we’ve become mesmerized by the possibility of short-term, one-off gains.”
Activism, at its worst, has exploited this failure.
To counter this fixation, the group emphasizes the
power of incentives, especially with compensation.
“If you’re paid to be short-term, you’ll be short-term,”
says Sarah Williamson, who runs FCLT. Before joining
the organization, Williamson ran alternative investments for Wellington Management, which oversees $1
trillion (U.S.) in assets.
The harder task is retraining investors to think
years, or even decades, out. Williamson says behavioural economics has shown that humans aren’t good
with trade-offs, “and we really don’t do a good job with
trade-offs over time.” That makes it tough to persuade
investors to forgo some short-term profits.
But she’s optimistic. “I don’t think this is an impossible problem to solve,” she says, “because the longterm companies actually do better for their shareholders. The long-term investors actually do better.”
Recent research from Willis Towers Watson calculated that investors leave 0.5 to 1.5 percentage points
of returns on the table each year by focusing solely
on short-term results. That might not seem like much,
but it’s a lot in an era where money managers are competing with index funds, and it’s even more when compounded over multiple years.
Already there’s been some progress. Last year, behemoth money manager T. Rowe Price published its
“Investment Philosophy on Shareholder Activism,” a
key element of which reads: “The time frame we apply
for decision-making in activist campaigns is a multiyear view.” The firm has let it be known that it has little
interest in quick profits.
The hope is that more managers speak up in the
same way. Because if investors with real sway starve
the bad activists of oxygen, the mess might just sort
itself out.
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As the first
major Western
country to legalize
marijuana, Canada
is at the forefront of
the international
cannabis industry.

WEED
by
JOHN DALY

CONTROL

Can Canadian
companies maintain
their lead and become
dominant players
in the global
cannabis market?
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But as other
jurisdictions move
toward legalization,
the competition is
getting fierce.
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The CEOs of just about all of Canada’s leading cannabis companies now have really big things to show
off. In the case of Canopy Growth Inc., the largest
publicly traded weed company on the planet, the boxy clump
of windowless 1960s industrial buildings near the Rideau
River in Smiths Falls, Ontario, that houses its headquarters
and main processing plant still doesn’t have the wow factor
of, say, the Googleplex in Silicon Valley or Elon Musk’s Gigafactory in Nevada. But as you drive closer, the continuing
transformation of the old Hershey Co. chocolate factory that
Canopy bought in 2013 gets more impressive
The intense weed smell is the first surreal thing to hit you
when you get out of the car. Canopy has now renovated the
entire 470,000-square-foot factory. Across the street, cranes
are at work on a new 150,000-square-foot bottling plant for
cannabis-infused drinks, which will become legal in Canada’s second wave of legalization of marijuana for recreational
use this October.
Inside the main complex, the smell gets even stronger, and
to anyone who has only seen pot in a small Ziploc bag or a
plastic bucket in a black-market dispensary, the quantities
are also surreal. There are 47 grow rooms, with hundreds
of plants that yield an average-sized crop of 65 kilograms of
flower five or six times a year. A one-kilo clear plastic bag of
buds is roughly the size of a pillow, and the entire factory now
produces more than 15 tonnes of cannabis a year. There are
three machines that roll 1,800 joints an hour and an encapsulation room that produces 37,000 gel caps an hour.
A window in one hallway looks into a secure research lab,
where two dozen scientists wearing blue coats, goggles and
orange gloves are developing drinks, hard pills, edibles and
other products that aren’t yet legal in Canada. In the middle
of the complex, workers are installing machines to make cannabis-infused chocolate.
There’s also a visitors’ centre that opened last August, with
exhibits that review 5,000 years of cannabis history, and a
Tokyo Smoke café, a cannabis-themed chain Canopy bought
last summer. Just about the only thing you can’t do is actually buy weed, because of Ontario’s still-restrictive rules on
retailing recreational cannabis.
“Remember, this is just No. 5,” Canopy chairman and CEO
Bruce Linton boasts later in his dark cubbyhole of an office.
The Smiths Falls factory is Canopy’s main processing plant
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but only its fifth-largest grow operation. The biggest is a
1.3-million-square-foot greenhouse complex in the Vancouver suburb of Langley.
Of course, Canopy’s largest Canadian competitors also
have huge facilities of their own. Aphria Inc. has vast greenhouses in Leamington, Ontario, the tomato-growing capital of
Canada. Toronto-based Cronos Group Inc. is building a huge
greenhouse in neighbouring Kingsville. Last fall, Edmontonbased Aurora Cannabis Inc. opened a new 800,000-squarefoot glass-roofed growing and processing facility near the
city’s airport, and it’s completing a 1.2-million-square-foot
operation in Medicine Hat.
Linton and his rivals picture their Canadian headquarters
as bases for global cannabis empires, and they sketch out
grand visions of rapid expansion. Even though they’ve barely
begun to tap the newly legal recreational market at home,
they’re using their first-mover advantage here to establish
beachheads abroad. “It’s not very often that you see Canada
leading the creation of a brand new global industry,” says
Aurora chief corporate officer Cam Battley.
But how realistic are those ambitions? A lot of lingering
questions remain. Can Canadian producers build brands that
are popular around the world? Will Canada remain a leader
in cultivation and become a major exporter? Will Canadian
stock markets remain a hotspot for cannabis listings? Can
legal frameworks and professional expertise be exported?
Most important, is time running short? Much of Canada’s
first-mover advantage is based on the Trump administration’s refusal so far to legalize cannabis nationwide in the
United States. What do Canadian companies have to do to
solidify their lead before the window of opportunity closes
for them and another opens wide for U.S. giants?

Can Canadian companies
create dominant global
cannabis brands?

There’s no Budweiser, Marlboro, Coke or Prozac
of cannabis yet, or even a Tim Hortons. But Canadian companies think they have a real shot at creating consumer brands as big as those ones. They
started building brands years before they had
significant sales, and Olivia Mannix, co-founder
and CEO of Denver-based marketing agency Cannabrand Inc., says the strategy makes sense. Corporate producers have to push beyond old stoner
stereotypes to win over mainstream consumers
and investors. “It’s education about the product
to prepare the market,” she says.
Under national rules for medical weed that took
effect in 2014, the biggest producers all introduced
brands that promoted wellness and fun, rather
than a wicked high (Canopy with Tweed and
Spectrum, Aurora with grand-sounding strains of
flower such as Thor and Ambition and the CanniMed and MedReleaf families it acquired, and
Aphria with Canadian-inspired names such as
Mohawk and Champlain). “Once Grandma and
Uncle Ted are using cannabis to manage arthritis

AMERICA GOES GREEN

The number of American adults with legal access to recreational
cannabis is expected to more than double over the next few
years. Currently, there are seven states, collectively home to
more than 67 million people, with established pot-store networks
that have been operating for at least one full year. Fourteen
additional states have either recently legalized recreational
cannabis and are still in the process of setting up sales regimes,
or are expected to make recreational pot legal in the very near
future. The population of those 14 states totals nearly 82 million
people—including some of the largest, such as New York, New
Jersey and Illinois—suggesting substantial growth opportunities
for existing companies in the United States’ legal cannabis
market will be coming soon. /Jameson Berkow

LEGAL NOW

LIKELY TO BE LEGAL BY 2022 (WITHIN 3YRS)

ALASKA
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
MASSACHUSETTS
NEVADA
OREGON
WASHINGTON

ARIZONA
CONNECTICUT
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
MAINE
MARYLAND
MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT

Countries around the globe are embracing
medical marijuana. These are just
some of the nations that are moving
toward legalization. /Jameson Berkow
THAILAND | In late 2018, lawmakers in Thailand legalized
the use of medical cannabis, becoming the first country in
Southeast Asia to make the move. Thailand also legalized
kratom, a locally grown plant traditionally used as a
stimulant and pain reliever.
PHILIPPINES | Despite Philippine President Rodrigo
Duterte publicly offering to personally murder drug users,
the country’s House of Representatives is in the process of
passing legislation that would legalize cannabis for a wide
variety of medical users.
SOUTH KOREA | Starting in March 2019, South Korea will
begin allowing cannabis to be imported to the country for
distribution to authorized medical users. However, their
numbers are quite small, given each patient must receive
individual approval from the national government.
FRANCE | Back in 2013, France legalized cannabis-based
medicines, but it’s still next to impossible for doctors
to actually prescribe them. That could change as a
government committee recommended in January that
access be substantially expanded.
TURKEY | After decades of attempting to eradicate
cannabis cultivation, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
announced in January the country would resume
production, starting with a pilot program in 19 provinces.

pain, it isn’t nearly so scary,” says Aurora’s Battley.
Now the licensed producers are trying to extend
some of those brands into the recreational market.
They’ve also introduced new ones with similar
upscale images, such as Aurora’s San Rafael ’71 and
Aphria’s Solei.
By contrast, U.S. markets in states that legalized
medical and recreational cannabis early remained
fragmented for years. Producers and retailers
still can’t move product across state lines. “It’s
really difficult to expand nationally,” says Bethany Gomez, managing director of Chicago-based
Brightfield Group LLC, a leading cannabis consulting firm. “You have to recreate your entire
supply from one state to the next.” U.S. producers
aren’t allowed to export either, and retailers can’t
import from Canada.
The U.S. federal laws against cannabis have prevented multinational giants in alcohol, tobacco,
and pharmaceuticals from investing in the sector,
so they have turned to Canada for their first initiatives. Cannabis is a disrupter to those three industries, as well as consumer packaged goods, yet it
also provides all four with alluring new international growth opportunities.
The inevitable big question: Isn’t it just a matter
of time before giants of pharma, booze, tobacco
and consumer products take over Canada’s early
leaders or drive them out of business? Some say
it’s already happening.
Last August, New York State-based drinks
conglomerate Constellation Brands, maker of
Corona, Robert Mondavi Wines and more than
100 other brands, invested $5 billion in Canopy. In
December, tobacco provider Altria poured $2.4
billion into Cronos. That month, British Columbia-based Tilray Inc. announced joint ventures
with Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV, the world’s
biggest brewer, and Swiss pharmaceutical leader
Sandoz International GmbH.
Both Cronos and Canopy say they are still running
the show from Canada. “It’s all us,” Linton insists.
Canopy will develop, produce and market drinks
itself. Constellation will provide money, advice on
formulation, and expertise in branding and analytics. “We are their cannabis world,” he says.
Linton may be calling the shots today, but it’s
clear that Canopy’s fate is now controlled from
south of the border. Constellation has warrants,
which, if exercised, would boost its stake in Canopy to over 50% from its current 38%. The alcohol
company also has the right to nominate four of
the seven board members, giving it effective control. Similarly, Altria has the option of boosting its
stake in Cronos to majority ownership.
Even with deep-pocketed international investors, cracking into U.S. markets won’t be easy for
Canadian companies. Brightfield’s Gomez and
other analysts say that when federal legalization
comes in the United States—something many
expect to happen by 2021—Canadian brands
will stand little or no chance of competing there.
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS

A large number of multinationals from outside the cannabis space have bought stakes and formed partnerships
with Canadian growers in the past 18 months. Canada is one of only two jurisdictions where recreational
cannabis is legal at a national level (the other is Uruguay), so foreign corporations have been forced to partner
with Canadian pot producers if they want exposure to the product category. Two of these deals, involving
Canopy Growth and Cronos Group, amount to acquisitions. Other partnerships involve joint ventures, allowing
non-cannabis players to experiment with pot without fully committing. /Mark Rendell
CONSTELLATION
and CANOPY

In October 2017,
Constellation Brands
Inc., a Fortune 500
alcohol maker from
the U.S., bought a
10% stake in Canopy
for around $245
million. Last August,
Constellation invested
a further $5 billion
in Canopy, by far the
largest cannabis deal
to date. Constellation
now owns 38% of the
Smith Falls, Ontariobased grower, and
has warrants which,
if exercised, would
bring its ownership
level above 50%.
Constellation also
gained the right
to nominate four
of Canopy’s seven
board members.

ALTRIA and CRONOS
In December, U.S.
cigarette maker Altria
Group Inc. became the
first major tobacco firm
to go all in on cannabis,
with a $2.4-billion
investment in Cronos
Group. Altria now owns
45% of the Torontobased company, with
options to acquire a
further 10% stake.

AB INBEV, SANDOZ AG
and TILRAY

Rather than marrying
a single multinational,
Tilray Inc. has
opted for a series of
partnerships. Last
spring the Nanaimo,
B.C.-based firm, which
is mostly owned by
U.S. venture capital
firm Privateer Holdings,
partnered with Sandoz
Canada, a subsidiary of
pharma giant Novartis
International AG, to cobrand and sell medical
marijuana products.
In December, Tilray
announced a joint
venture with AnheuserBusch InBev to develop
cannabis-infused
beverages, with each
partner committing
up to $50 million to
the project.

That’s because, despite the highly restrictive state-by-state
rules, strong national U.S. brands have already emerged.
Among suppliers of vaporizers, “OpenVape has really
nailed it and Pax has done really well,” Gomez says. “In topicals, Mary’s Medicinals has done very well. In edibles, there’s
quite a few, like Kiva.”
There are multistate retail chains as well, including three
that went public on Canadian stock markets: Curaleaf Holdings Inc., Green Thumb Industries Inc. and MedMen Enterprises Inc. “It’s not as if there are huge companies in Canada
and just mom-and-pop operations in the United States,” says
John Hudak, a senior fellow with the Brookings Institution,
who co-authored a study about the prospects for Big Marijuana in 2016.
Selection is another problem hampering Canadian brands.
So far, Canada’s providers have only been allowed to sell
dried flower, pre-rolled joints and low-potency oils. That has
allowed them to build capacity at home and start distributing
or producing in countries where medical cannabis is legal.
(Uruguay is the only other country where recreational cannabis is legal.) But the only big competitive advantage Canadian companies have been able to promote is the near-pharmaceutical quality of their products, says Steve Looi, director
of origination for Toronto-based White Sheep Corp., a small
producer that also invests in other cannabis companies.
Meanwhile, black market brands and unbranded products
continue to flourish. Illegal suppliers have been providing
a much wider and more potent range of products in almost
every country for decades, and a lot of them are very good
at it. In Canada, those products include gummy bears, hash
oil, shatter (a hash concentrate) and others that still won’t
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MOLSON and HEXO
The Molson Coors
Brewing Co. followed
Constellation into
the cannabis space
last summer through
a joint venture with
Gatineau, Quebecbased Hexo Corp. The
companies formed a
new firm called Truss,
of which Molson owns
57.5% and Hexo owns
42.5%. Molson has
not taken a direct
stake in Hexo, but has
11.5 million sharepurchase warrants in
the company. Truss
is led by a former
Molson executive and
is developing cannabisinfused beverages.

SCOTTS MIRACLE-GRO

and FLOWR CORP
Although it has
received less attention
than the flashier,
consumer-facing
deals, one of the
most interesting
partnerships is
between Hawthorne
Gardening Co., the
cannabis-focused
subsidiary of U.S.
gardening giant Scotts
Miracle-Gro, and Flowr
Corp., a small cannabis
grower in Kelowna,
B.C. Hawthorne is
building a research and
development centre
on Flowr’s property in
Kelowna, where it plans
to test everything from
lights to fertilizers to
ventilation systems
for cannabis growing.

be legal even after the next phase of recreational
legalization this fall. “Black market weed is still
the best, unfortunately,” Looi says.
The legal selection is already far greater in many
U.S. states. “We’re tracking more than 400 different vape pens in California alone,” says Gomez. To
compare Canadian and U.S. providers, she says,
“go online and look at the Ontario Cannabis Store,
and then look at the products that are available in
any dispensary in Las Vegas.” The restrictive packaging mandated for recreational product in Canada also inhibits branding—much of the space on
labels is taken up by health warnings.
Gomez and other analysts say that the best hope
for Canadian producers is to continue to move
into regulated foreign medical markets early.
That means signing deals with governments to
become one of a small number of official suppliers
to patients. In the United States, Gomez says, “it
doesn’t make sense for them to try to sell a Canopybranded flower or a Tweed flower. It makes more
sense to pick up a U.S. brand that may have more
awareness and more sophisticated branding.”
THE VERDICT

Canadian Tire’s push into the United States
failed, Tim Hortons hasn’t made much
headway, and BlackBerry ultimately flamed
out. Global prospects for Canada’s leading pot
brands look limited at best.

Will Canada become a global
leader in cannabis cultivation?

It’s a snowy January day in Toronto. Pick up the
phone and ask Anna Shlimak, Cronos’s head of
investor relations and communications, if it makes
sense to grow cannabis in Canada, and she laughs,
pauses and then delivers a very deft response:
“From a geographical climate perspective, no.”
But as Shlimak and other industry executives
explain, there are many other factors that influence where they grow cannabis and how much.
One of the biggest so far has been politics. Governments that want to legalize cannabis also want
to regulate and tax it, and create jobs and other
economic benefits. This means that Canada’s biggest producers will likely continue growing and
processing large amounts here.
There are economies of scale in growing indoors and processing, which is why most of the
big producers raced to buy or build huge greenhouses and factories in advance of recreational
legalization in Canada. In doing that, Canopy and
others also looked to save money and win support from municipalities by locating in depressed
areas. “That’s why we love Smiths Falls and Yorkton, Saskatchewan, and empty greenhouses in
Niagara-on-the-Lake,” Canopy’s Linton says.
But in expanding globally, executives say they
won’t be exporting much from Canada. Broadly
speaking, growing in greenhouses is cheaper than
growing under artificial light in factories, and
growing outdoors in warm climates can be even
cheaper than greenhouses. Linton and other executives also doubt that governments will permit
a large-scale international trade in cannabis any
time soon.
Combine politics and economics, and cannabis
will likely be produced and distributed within
countries or regions in the early years after legalization. “We plan to be your local producer,” says
Cam Battley of Aurora, which is now active in 22
countries.
All of Canada’s biggest producers have moved
fast to set up foreign growing and distribution
operations, mainly through joint ventures. Medical cannabis became legal in Germany in 2017,
for example, but the country had no large-scale
production of its own, so Canopy, Aurora, Aphria, Cronos and Tilray quickly established local
operations and began exporting there.
The trans-Atlantic shipments won’t last, however. Denmark allowed bulk exports beginning
this past January, making it a front-runner as a
production hub for the European Union. Canopy,
Aurora and Aphria had already formed joint ventures to produce there.
Tilray chose a different entry point. It set up
outdoor growing fields, greenhouses and a factory
in Portugal in 2017. Cronos established a joint venture in 2017 with Kibbutz Gan Shmuel in Israel,
which will be able to ship to Europe. All five of
those Canadian producers have already established beachheads in Australia and Latin America,
as well.

The United States also beckons, of course—
though there, too, it’s easier to set up separate
operations or partner with local growers, rather
than exporting from Canada. Linton points to
Canopy’s reaction to the Farm Bill that President
Donald Trump signed into law last December.
The bill legalized the growing of hemp. Hemp
yields CBD—which is non-psychoactive, and has
health and wellness applications—but not THC,
the stuff that gets you high. Three weeks later,
Canopy announced it planned to spend up to $150
million (U.S.) to build a hemp industrial park in
New York State and lauded New York Senator
Chuck Schumer, who pushed hard for the bill.
Over the even longer term, prospects for growing cannabis in Canada appear to be limited at
best. “We’ve always looked at this industry from
a global perspective,” says Tilray CEO Brendan
Kennedy. “Cultivation will migrate south, closer
to the equator.”
THE VERDICT

Canada will have a healthy market for locally
grown cannabis, but we won’t be a big exporter.
However, Canadian companies will have
substantial cultivation facilities abroad.

Will Canada remain a global hub
for cannabis stock listings?

Three years ago, MedMen was a cannabis dispensary in West Hollywood with a small growing operation in nearby Sun Valley, California. Last May, it
went public on the Canadian Securities Exchange
(CSE) in Toronto through a reverse takeover of a
shell company and raised $143 million, giving it an
implied enterprise value of more than $2 billion.
Dozens of other new Canadian and U.S. cannabis
companies have also hit the jackpot on Bay Street
over the past five years. Canadian stock markets—
the TSX and its Venture Exchange, and the smaller
CSE—have become the hottest cannabis venues in
the world. According to data from New York-based
Viridian Capital Advisors, which specializes in
cannabis financings, public and private cannabis
companies raised $14 billion (U.S.) worldwide last
year, four times the total for 2017. Of that, almost
two-thirds was raised by Canadian companies.
That surge has also brought notoriety. There are
still plenty of mainstream portfolio managers and
analysts who dismiss the boom as a bubble. And
many American companies have trekked north
to raise money because they couldn’t conform to
U.S. federal law and the listings requirements of
American exchanges.
Yet, in many ways, that notoriety has helped midtier Canadian investment dealers become leading players in global cannabis finance. Canada’s
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Many cannabis companies are tapping
into international and homegrown
celebrities to boost their brands
When drug-and-booze-free Kiss bassist
Gene Simmons became a partner in B.C.
cannabis company Invictus, it changed
its stock ticker to GENE

Newstrike Brands
Inc., the parent of Up
Cannabis, is partially
owned by members of
the Tragically Hip

Atlantic Canadian
hash lovers the Trailer
Park Boys have a
branding partnership
with OrganiGram
Holdings Inc.
Snoop Dogg has a
partnership with Canopy
Growth and has made
venture investments in
vape hardware company
Green Tank Technologies
and cannabis inventory
platform Trellis

Cooking and decor
guru Martha Stewart
is developing a new
line of products with
Canopy Growth

Kevin Smith and Jason Mewes, who played pot
dealers Jay and Silent Bob in various movies and
TV shows, have a licensing deal with Beleave Inc.

Noah “40” Shebib,
co-founder of Drake’s
OVO Sounds, recently
co-founded cannabis
company BLLRDR
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Big Five banks and Wall Street’s largest dealers
wouldn’t touch cannabis for years, and are now
arriving late to the game. According to a ranking
by Dealogic, a London-based global provider of
financial data, in 2018, three of the top five firms
in cannabis mergers and acquisitions worldwide
were Canadian, led by early cannabis backer
Canaccord Genuity. It was also the top firm in cannabis IPOs, followed by BMO Capital Markets, the
first of the Big Five to embrace the sector. But Dealogic’s rankings also show that several Wall Street
firms are catching up, including established giants
Goldman Sachs and Lazard Ltd.
Is Bay Street’s lead in cannabis sustainable? History offers some encouragement. Canadian stock
markets were established in the late 19th century
in large part as forums for mining companies to
raise money. Many of the smaller issues were and
still are sketchy, and Bay Street has been tarnished
by plenty of mining scandals over the years. Since
2000, much of Canada’s mining industry has been
hollowed out, as giants such as Noranda and Inco
were swallowed by foreigners. Even so, in 2017,
59% of global mining financings were done on the
TSX or the Venture Exchange.
Tilray’s Brendan Kennedy, however, is skeptical that Canada can remain a centre for cannabis
financings. He created a sensation in the industry
last July when he took his company public not in
Toronto, but on Nasdaq. U.S. markets would not
allow suppliers who did business in violation of
federal law to list, but they have allowed Canadian
companies with no U.S. operations, like Tilray.
It was the hottest cannabis IPO of the year. The
company raised $153 million (U.S.) by selling a
minority stake at $17 (U.S.) a share. The stock
then skyrocketed to a peak of $300 (U.S.) one day
in September. Tilray briefly surpassed Canopy,
which has a market cap of about $16 billion, and
established corporations like Barrick Gold Corp.
Since then, Tilray’s share price has drifted back
and levelled off around $70 (U.S.).
Kennedy deliberately steered clear of Toronto to
raise money. He says Bay Street’s cannabis market
now seems to be dominated by speculators, rather
than savvy and patient institutional investors.
Watching Toronto’s pot stock boom from a distance—Kennedy is based in Seattle, and commutes
to Tilray’s Nanaimo, B.C., headquarters by plane—
he’s felt alarmed. “Frankly, I was surprised so many
Canadian companies went public so early on the
TSX,” he says—at an earlier stage in their development than new companies in Silicon Valley.
Kennedy also thinks the boom is turning into
a zero-sum game. New investment is drying up,
which will slow deal flow, and investors already
in the game are trading among themselves. He
expects more leading cannabis companies will
shift south to raise money.
U.S. markets offer natural advantages, such as
the opportunity to pitch to more blue-chip portfolio managers. Another point in favour is being reg-
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ulated by Washington’s Securities and Exchange
Commission, rather than a patchwork of Canadian
provincial regulators.
While cannabis companies that do business in
violation of U.S. federal prohibition can’t raise
money there using the Wall Street banks, new laws
making their way through Congress are expected
to lower and in some cases even eliminate those
hurdles. The Secure and Fair Enforcement (SAFE)
Banking Act, as well as the Strengthening the
Tenth Amendment Through Entrusting States
(STATES) Act, have support in both the House of
Representatives and the Senate, and are expected
to pass both chambers of Congress at some point
before the end of the decade. Asked whether such
legislation would slow the rapid pace of American
cannabis companies going public in Canada, GMP
Securities analyst Martin Landry said, “Yes, absolutely—they would dry up overnight.”
So, does this mean Bay Street’s window of
opportunity for becoming a global cannabis financial hub is closing? “I think it’s already closed,”
Kennedy says.
THE VERDICT

Once legislative changes make it easier
for cannabis companies to list in the U.S.,
new foreign listings in Canada will dry up.

A soft power in cannabis

If you’re a flag-waving Canadian, you might feel a bit disappointed to
hear that we are unlikely to build giant global cannabis brands or export
mass quantities of our bud around the world. The Toronto pot-stock
boom may indeed run out of gas soon, as will the lucrative spinoffs that
go along with it. But that’s no reason to cry into your foreign-controlled
Molson or Labatt beer.
National legalization of medical and recreational cannabis gave Canadian companies a lock on the domestic market and a real head start abroad.
Many countries are adopting similar rules, and Canada will continue to
have outsize influence in the regulatory and political worlds as more
jurisdictions examine the Canadian model. Already, Canada has seen visits from Mexican government representatives and shared information
with several U.S. state governments. Our experts and consultants are
also uniquely qualified to help other countries set up cannabis markets.
“You have national acceptance and a regulatory framework that can
be followed around the world,” says White Sheep CEO Hamish Sutherland. Prior to founding his own company, Sutherland was chief operating officer of Bedrocan Canada, one of the first big licensed medical
producers in Canada, which Canopy bought in 2015. These days, he’s
spending a lot of time in Australia and Lesotho, advising on the construction of two huge growing and processing facilities.
Sutherland argues that Canadian consultants and companies will benefit if other countries continue to open up their legal cannabis markets
in similar ways to what Ottawa did. This would give Canadians time to
keep replicating abroad what they have done at home. For the moment,
he says, “We have such a lead, no one else can touch us.”
Our cannabis companies might not be destined to be global giants, but
we are still likely to punch above our weight on the world stage.
With files from Mark Rendell and Jameson Berkow.
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alking into the headquarters of engineering consultancy RWDI is like stepping into a museum of architectural marvels and engineering feats. From the
lobby to the lunchroom to the shop floor—especially the shop floor—are
models of the world’s tallest buildings. There’s the Burj Khalifa in Dubai,
which in real life will soon be surpassed by Saudi Arabia’s Jeddah Tower,
rendered here in red. You’ll see Manhattan’s 432 Park Avenue, the loftiest
residential skyscraper in the northern hemisphere, and One Bloor West,
which will be Canada’s first supertall structure when it’s finished in 2022.
These buildings represent the high life, and they would be impossible to
erect without the wind engineering chops of RWDI. Though judging by its
own unassuming home—a low-slung box that rubs concrete shoulders with
Sleeman Breweries and Ontario Pork on a swath of industrial land in
Guelph, Ontario—you’d never guess at the big things happening inside.
“See, models everywhere!” exclaims Michael Soligo, RWDI’s CEO,
as he opens the door to the shop floor. The hangar-like facility is redolent with the smell of wood, and there’s a whir from circular saws being
used to build streetscapes that replicate Chicago, Shanghai and Toronto.
“These are our large models—towers and stadiums over here, bridges
over there,” says Soligo, hinting at the firm’s broad repertoire.
Despite its relative obscurity to the general public, RWDI (the name
is derived from the first letters of the four co-founders’ last names) has
become a household name among starchitects globally since its launch
in 1986. That’s in large part thanks to its expertise in wind-tunnel testing, which enables engineers to design skinny but stable supertall structures (defined by the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat, a.k.a.
CTBUH, as 300 metres or more).
“RWDI is one of only four or five firms with such specialized knowledge,” says Daniel Safarik, the CTBUH’s editor. “That expertise has made
it a go-to, with contracts on some of the biggest developments around
the globe.” Indeed, of the nearly 300 supertall buildings already standing or under construction globally, RWDI has been involved in one-fifth.
Wind engineering accounts for about half of RWDI’s $80 million or
so in revenue (the private company, which is owned by 50 of its 500
employees, is reluctant to disclose financial information). But the firm,
which has 17 offices worldwide, has its hands in an expanding list of
areas, with a staff that includes mechanical, structural, environmental and aerospace engineers; scientists with expertise in meteorology and climate; and carpenters. (Most of its employees have been with the company for a decade.) It
has consulted on adding safety nets to the Golden Gate Bridge (which has seen
BY SUSAN NERBERG
1,700 suicides since 1937), contributed to the design of the housing for the Giant
Magellan Telescope and helped elite road-bike maker Cervélo design more
aerodynamic rides. It even did forensic work on the World Trade Center after
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
Sept. 11, 2001, to help sort through insurance implications.
ALEX LYSAKOWSKI
Perhaps its fastest-growing line of business is related to climate change and
the extreme weather events that come with it: helping clients design smarter
buildings or retrofit existing ones, and projecting what the climate will be like 50
years from now. “We’ve always looked at climate, but now we see more dramatic
aspects of it,” says Soligo. “Building science is going to remain our growth area
because it’s so vast.”
For now, though, the most prominent niche RWDI has carved out for itself is
how to turn wind into windfall.
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ENGINEERING FIRM RWDI WORKS WITH THE WORLD’S
STARCHITECTS TO DESIGN SUPERTALL TOWERS. NOW IT’S HELPING
THEM BUILD STRUCTURES TO WITHSTAND CLIMATE CHANGE
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y the time it’s completed in 2020, the Jeddah
Tower—now under construction in Saudi Arabia’s
second-largest city—will stretch more than a kilometre skyward, from its flared base to its needlelike tip. (The tower will be at least 170 metres taller
than the reigning Burj Khalifa, which stands at 830
metres.) At that height, winds can be two to four
times their speed at ground level, causing buildings
to sway up to two feet from side to side on a blustery day, or as much as two metres during a 50-year
storm. But visitors to the tower’s upper floors—
say, the penthouse earmarked for billionaire Saudi
Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, one of the project’s
backers—won’t need to pop a Gravol.
RWDI co-founder Anton Davies is talking about
the Jeddah project while scribbling diagrams to
show the impact wind has on buildings. “The taller
a skyscraper, the greater the force of the wind, especially higher up, where it bounces off the structure
as vortices that create turbulence,” says Davies, a
mechanical engineer. It’s these vortices
that make a structure sway. Wind also
RWDI’s model of the
puts pressure on the cladding and winJeddah Tower, soon
dows, and on such features as observato be the world’s
tion decks and helipads, both of which
tallest; the Manhattan
skyline, and 432 Park
form part of the Jeddah megalith. So
Avenue—the thirdarchitects and structural engineers
tallest tower in the
depend on wind engineering, where a
U.S.—rendered
scale model of a structure—be it a skyin styrofoam; testing
scraper, a bridge or an oil rig—is subfor snow loads
in the flume room
jected to wind force in what’s called a
boundary-layer wind tunnel. Data captured during this process helps them
craft a final design that slows down
wind and minimizes turbulence long
before hoardings go up around a construction site.
Look up from RWDI’s shop floor, and you’ll see the underbellies of these tunnels overhead. Wood-panelled rectangles, they
look more like modernist cabins than engineering tools. The
Irwin tunnel (named for co-founder Peter Irwin) measures 24
feet wide, while the smaller Davies tunnel clocks in at 12 feet.
“You want as big a tunnel as possible, especially for one-offs and
experimental tests, and for bridges, whose models are longer,”
says RWDI technical director Will Yakimyk as he steps inside the
eight-foot-tall Davies tunnel. It’s empty at the moment, a gaping
hole revealing the concrete shop floor below.
The first step in the process is building a scale model. Most of
the towers are created from liquid resin in a stereolithography
3D printer based on drawings from the architect’s office. (Bridges
tend to be handcrafted onsite by model builders.) Then the miniature structure is installed on a disc that features a model of the
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eing Canada, all this wind business started with snow. Back in the 1970s,
the roofs on a couple of arenas in rural Ontario collapsed under the
weight of the white stuff, which wasn’t properly addressed in Canada’s
building code, according to co-founder Bill Rowan. Spotting a potential
niche, RWDI’s predecessor company began using physical models to
predict how snow would pile up and to recommend features to prevent collapse. Its engineers used a water flume, like a huge aquarium, to
mimic drifting snow, a method RWDI still uses today. Silica sand simulates snow; when the water is set in motion, it pushes the “snow” around,
creating drifts along model facades or piles on roofs. The company’s
landmark project was the SkyDome, whose retractable roof RWDI
helped design—work that eventually changed the building code.
The physical modelling using the water flume soon expanded to wind,
when Davies was hired to develop the company’s first boundary-layer
wind tunnel in 1977 (it sits unused on the shop floor—“we keep it for sen-
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surrounding streetscape. Think of it as Google Street View in 3D
styrofoam. When fully kitted out, the disc is placed on the turntable, which is raised through the wind-tunnel floor. “Models with
cities can take days to build,” says Yakimyk, “and then it can take up
to eight hours to install the turntable.” Once it’s in place, though,
the pressure is on. Wind is blown in at 15 kilometres an hour from
one end of the tunnel, but speeds of up to 70 kilometres an hour
are used to test weather extremes. “At that click, you’d be knocked
over,” Yakimyk says.
The disc is then rotated 10 degrees at a time, to test wind from
every possible direction, sending data through a Medusa’s head of
cables spilling out of the tunnel floor. “For the Jeddah Tower, there
were more than 1,000 cables,” says Yakimyk, with each one corresponding to a pressure point along the façade. This data is added
to weather data from the past 50 years (temperature, precipitation,
wind speed and direction) to extrapolate the loads the structure will
be under in the real world. RWDI’s input helped architect Adrian
Smith, who also worked with RWDI on the Burj Khalifa, develop a
tapering tripod design that makes the Jeddah Tower behave nicely
on windy days. Since the spire above the occupied floors sways
more, two dampers—weighing 870 and 260 tonnes—were added to
help reduce displacement (and make it more comfortable for any workers who might need to enter the spire).
“RWDI has been the leader in identifying issues relating to wind interaction on buildings that had previously
been unknown or misunderstood,” says Smith, adding
that its work has led to significant breakthroughs in
tower design, particularly on supertalls. For Smith’s 7
South Dearborn Tower in Chicago, for instance, RWDI
recommended including venting or notches at intervals on the facade to let the wind through, reducing
both turbulence and costs, since Smith would be able
to create a slimmer building using less material.
RWDI’s wind tunnel has also become legend in the
industry, leading some of the biggest players in architecture—Frank Gehry, Rafael Viñoly, Sir Norman Foster—to RWDI’s modest head office (it also operates
tunnels in India and the United Kingdom). “RWDI’s
expertise and accuracy in tall-building testing and
reporting is unequalled,” says Robert Sinn, a principal with New York–based structural engineering firm
Thornton Tomasetti, which has worked with RWDI on
20 projects over two decades, including Jeddah. “We
can’t do our structural engineering work, especially on
tall buildings, without it.”
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timental reasons,” says Soligo). While early contracts put mostly bridge
designs to the test, Asia’s rapidly expanding skylines in the 1990s laid the
groundwork for RWDI’s growth as the go-to wind engineering firm.
Now RWDI is expanding from wind-tunnel testing to urban planning
with climate change in mind. “Climate and microclimate is becoming
a point of differentiation for us,” says Mike Williams, head of RWDI’s
sustainability group, which ramped up after RWDI bought Williams’s
sustainable-building consultancy in 2015. “Snow-load studies and wind
testing of towers are still a big part of what we do,” says Williams, the son
of Colin Williams, the late engineer and founding partner of RWDI. “But
we’re responding to new requirements and opportunities that come with
climate change.”
Since buildings account for nearly 40% of global energy consumption,
RWDI is working with the University of Toronto to reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions by retrofitting more than 100 buildings,
including its heritage properties. For Enwave, RWDI provided data that
helped the energy company develop a deep-lake cooling system using
water from Lake Ontario, reducing CO2 emissions in the process.
But RWDI’s climate engineering goes beyond individual projects. It may
not be as sexy as its work on the world’s mine-is-bigger-than-yours skyscrapers, but there’s nothing hot about power grids failing because of too
much demand for cool air during a prolonged
heat wave. The science and data the company
CEO Michael Soligo
gathers and applies, even on a local level, have
(top) shows off the
Irwin Wind Tunnel;
global implications, because when the carbon
a hand-made model
footprint for a Toronto or Vancouver buildof Washington’s
ing is reduced, the planet benefits. RWDI also
Tacoma Narrows
has
an ongoing contract with the National
Bridge; technician
Research Council to update the current buildJacob Squire rigs
a model with
ing code to include predictions and prescripsensors for testing
tions for building on a warming planet.
in the tunnel
For Williams, that notion of influencing
government policy is what’s most exciting.
“Meteorological records going back 50 years
and current climate data show there will be
more demand for cooling in the future,” says
Williams from behind the wheel of his Volvo.
Toronto will pass from Climate Zone 5 to Zone 4—the same
bracket as Washington, D.C.—in the next 20 years, he says
as he wheels through a constantly changing cityscape where
RWDI has been involved in more than 1,000 projects. One
of its latest is a first-ever climate-resiliency assessment of
150 City of Toronto buildings. “We’re looking at how the
buildings will be stressed by climate change and what those
stresses are, so we can find ways to design for adaptability—
buildings that work today and tomorrow,” Williams says,
adding that the work has led to more climate consulting in
other parts of the world, designing buildings that require less
cooling in summer and less heating in winter.
Williams pulls over at the SickKids research tower, which
features a high-performance curtain wall rather than floorto-ceiling windows. “Laboratories, with a ton of equipment
and refrigerators, are energy hogs,” says Williams, “so you
don’t need the added pressure of cooling and heating a glass
cube.” The design dramatically cut the building’s energy
expenditures, along with its CO2 emissions. Williams is also
proud of the seemingly smaller touches: For the 2,000 scientists working , there are only 200 parking spots—“to encourage active transportation and public transit use,” he says.
Reducing car use might seem minor, but every bit counts,
says Williams—not only for the environment, but also for
RWDI’s growth. Because by helping organizations adapt to a
warming planet, RWDI is safeguarding its own sustainability.
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Brandt Louie

Third-generation owner and CEO of H.Y. Louie Co.,
parent of Western stalwart London Drugs.
Employer of thousands. Father of two
- My grandfather came to Canada in 1896, and in 1903

he started a general store in what is now Vancouver’s
Chinatown. It originally served Chinese immigrants,
but eventually he developed it into a wholesale operation.
It continued like that until 1926, when he incorporated into
H.Y. Louie Co. Ltd.—the company that survives today.

- We got into retail operations with the IGA franchise and

expanded that into a second banner called Fresh Street.
In 1976, my father purchased a small chain of drugstores,
London Drugs. For the next 25 years, he grew those 10 stores,
and today we have over 80 stores in Western Canada. We’ve
bought into a number of other businesses over the years,
and we now have about 10,000 employees.

- Our online business is very strong, particularly in the

drugstore business. It is growing by double digits, but
surprisingly, even our brick-and-mortar business is growing.
We must offer something the consumer likes.

- We get letters all the time saying, “We used to shop with
you when we lived in the West. When are you coming to
Toronto?” Our businesses are very well known in Western
Canada, and we know it would be a tough fight going east.
- I was the third generation to run the business, and last year
I transferred it to my sons, who are joint presidents—though
I’m still chairman and CEO. They’re married with children,
so I see the fifth generation being developed. Hopefully,
we can continue to be a successful family business.
- It’s very difficult, if you’re the founder of a business, to let
go. But being the third generation, I’ve merely inherited that
responsibility, and I’m quite prepared to give it up to the next
generation when I think they’re ready.
- My sons were brought up to be each other’s best friend.

They know their own strengths and weaknesses. They rarely
have disagreements, but when they do, they actually sit
down and talk it through.

- My father didn’t believe anybody should come into a family

- I come into the office every day. I’m in charge of running the

- We don’t make short-term decisions, because we’re a
private company. We’re not having to show every quarter
that we can increase profits and sales. And we don’t believe
in using public money. We prefer to do our expansions with
our own funds. It’s a lot slower, but you sleep better at night.

- I recognize that maybe I’m not so much in touch with
the millennial shoppers today, so it’s nice to have younger
people provide that input for me. /Interview by Sarah Efron

business as soon as they finished school. He believed they
should go work for somebody else—let somebody else
train you, where there are no safety nets. I trained as an
accountant. My son Gregory is a doctor, and my younger son,
Stuart, is the lawyer.
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two family foundations—I take my role in philanthropy very
seriously. I also like to see what direction my sons are going.
I’m not afraid to speak up when I believe we’re going in the
wrong direction, but I’m also not afraid to admit they may be
doing something I couldn’t do.

This interview has been edited and condensed. Read more at tgam.ca/r
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